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PREFACE 
"Any person casually comparing today's insurenae 
stetistias on longevity with those of 1920 will not be too 
surprised at the revealing inerease of man's life span. 
Considering the matter further, one may even extend credit 
for this feat to the responsible party, namely, the medi-
cal profession. However, it would be more appropriate to 
say, 'the organized medical profession,' for only through 
organization could such progress have been achieved. 
Though medical advances have been recognized by the 
press from time to time, organized medicine had long been 
unheralded as the actual force behind this progress. This 
oversight cannot be blamed on the press, however, for it 
has long been the medical profession itself that has pos-
sessed a reluctance to publieize its activities. An air of 
mystery had been created by medical men which aroused not 
only publie curiosity, but also suspicion. Therefore, it 
was not until various pressure groups began to threaten the 
security of organized medicine that an interest was shown 
in building better relations with the publio.«1 
1 Heagney, G. F., Public Relations in the Massachusetts 
Medical Society, unpublished term paper for Government Re-
lations (PR 461), Boston University SPRC, Jan. 5, 1951. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this thesis is to analyze the structure 
and content of the American Medical Association's public re-
lations campaign against National Compulsory Health Insur-
ance, to attempt to determine how the membership reacted, 
end then to use this as the basis for outlining the need for 
improved internal relations in similar organizations. It is 
hoped that this study may also act as a pilot study for fur-
ther investigations within the field. 
In order to set the stage, the first sections are de-
voted to a general survey of Compulsory Health Insurance. 
The next two parts then deal with the two opposing factions 
end their overall strategy. Following this is inserted a 
brief infonnel analysis of the various media. involved. 
The next section consists of material derived from a 
stratified random, personal interview survey of the Norfolk 
County, Mass., Medical Society. This study was felt neces-
sary in order to determine, as nearly as possible, the ac-
tual reactions of' the "average" physician. 
Following this, as the final section before the find-
ings and oonclusions, is a speoial section devoted to anal-
ysis of a select group of Norfolk doctors who expressed 
themselves vocally early in the campaign. 
1. 
COMPULSORY HEALTH INSURANCE 
The heart of the problem of adequate medical care is 
easily definable once the propaganda curtain on both sides 
is gently removed. The conflict is between compulsory, 
federally administered, national health insur~nce and state, 
community, or privately controlled voluntary plans. 
Chief problems are how to reach the lower economic 
masses and how to secure an adeetue.te geographical-population 
distribution of doctors and hospitals. Voluntary insurance, 
like Blue Cross, has thus far failed to do the job -- cater-
ing almost entirely to the upper-middle and high income 
brackets. 
Families with annual incomes of less than $1200 re-
ceive only about two-thirds as much medical care (free care 
and clinics included) as those with incomes of $3000-4000, 
and less than one-half as much as those with incomes more 
than $10,000. 1 
Economists -and sociologists see three definite rea-
sons for the lack of adequate medical care. They are: in-
creased cost of modern scientific medical care; irregular 
and unpredictable (hazard) occurrence of sickness and med-
ical care costs; low incomes of individuals, and low income 
levels of many communities. Some 10 per cent of the coun-
try's families pay 40 per cent end up of the total medical 
1 Carl Malmberg, 140 Million Patients, pp. 22-26 
costs, while the great majority, 58 per cent, pay but 18 
per cent of the total.l 
It is a pattern entirely out of desired proportion. 
Moreover, there seems to be a direct relation between the 
comparative wealth of an individual State and the health 
services available. 
2. 
World Health Organization reports show five countries 
with lower death rates, and three with lower infant mortal-
ity rates than the u.s. Reasons for this are that our med-
ical care is not distributed in proportion to need, it is 
too costly, adequate numbers of medical personnel are not 
available, and because of the high cost, people tend to 
gamble with health -- this can sometimes be fatal with dis-
eases such as tuberculosis, cancer, and syphilis. 
There are already many socialistic practices in force 
in this country. Once can cite State workmen's compensa-
tion, Federal old age and survivors insurance, and Federal-
State programs for aid to dependent children, and aid to 
aged and blind. Compulsory Health Insurance would be only 
the matter of adding another feature to our Social Security 
plan. 
Private insurance companies don't reach the neediest 
because they turn down those with poor health (bad risks) 
and aren't responsible for conditions existing before the 
1 Oscar Ewing, The Nation's Health, PP• 64-69. 
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policy was taken out. Handling costs (brokers, agents' com-
missions, advertising, administrative costs, and profit) 
amount to approximately 40 per cent of the private insurance 
company's premium. This item runs about 6 per cent under 
government operation.l 
There are now about 500 voluntary health insurance or-
ganizations that give some form of medical protection to 
65 million people.2 
Administration heads actually favor the voluntary 
plan, but say it wouldn't work because lower income groups 
won't subscribe due to the fact that it is still too high 
an outlay for an intangible like insurance; plus the fact 
that coverage is pitifully thin and inadequate. 
We have State compulsory automobile public liability 
insurance already. If Americans aren't individuals end 
capable of making their own intelligent decisions, then 
some form of com~ulsion or socialistic order is called for. 
However, it would undoubtedly be better to try the volun-
tary method first to see if and how well it would work. 
1 A.B. Lewis, "Why Government Health Insurance," Survey, 
June, 1949, p. 327. 
2 R.W. Davenport, "Health Insurance is Next," Fortun~, 
March, 1950, p. 65. 
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NATIONAL HEALTH I NSURANC E SYSTEMS IN OTHER COUNTRIES 
Britain's National Health Service is the closest to 
us and is perhaps the easiest system to explain. It is, 
however, the object of much discussion and some misunder-
standing. Probably no one really knows just how well it 
is actually working. 
According to a survey taken by the British Institute 
of Public Opinion six months after the plan went into ef-
fect, the British people gave it their vote as the best 
thing the Labor party had accomplished. A more recent sur-
vey showed that six out of seven persons were s atisfied 
with the treatment received. However, many critics have 
condemned it for the large amount of paper work involved, 
cursory examinations, and lack of preventative medicine. 
The National Health Service Act of 1946 was offici-
ally opened July 5, 1948. For the total population of 
41,200,000, 89 per cent of the 21,000 general practition-
ers signed up, 91 per cent of the 10,000 specialists, al-
most all the chemists and opticians, and 94 per cent of 
the 10,000 dentists.l 
The plan was set up to provide complete health fa-
cilities for the entire population. Financed by the nat-
ional government, just like the armed forces or general 
education, it renders hospitalization, preventive medicine, 
l w.c. Rapplye, The National Health Service of Great Brit-
ain, pp. 4-9. 
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family medical-dental-nursing services, drugs and medicin-
es, specialist care, etc. Patients are offered free choice 
of physicians, and doctors can then accept or refuse them. 
" ••• under the National Health Service the availabil-
ity without cost to the patient of hospital, dental, 
ophthalmic, pharmaceutical and specialist assistance of 
any kind has made it possible for the conscientious 
general practitioner to provide a better type of pract-
ice than heretofor, although he is at this time handi-
capped in doing so by the large amount of clerical work, 
record keeping, and demands upon his time for many minor 
complaints. He ha.s had to surrender some of his inde-
pendence and freedom of action for advantages in his 
daily practice in other directions."! 
"The total cost is very high but there seems to be 
general agreement that the present NHS is operating on 
a reasonably satisfactory basis under all the circum-
stances in Great Britain, including particularly the 
serious conditions of the national economy which has 
been adversely affected since about 1909 and greatly · 
complicated by the devastating effects and crushing bur-
dens of two world wars. It is important to emphasize 
again that the NHS is an organic part of the scheme of 
complete national insur•nce in a socialistic country. 
The reel test of the NHS is ahead. Its future will be 
determined not by doctors, medical schools or hospitals 
but by the overall economic, social and. financial con-
dition of the Nation."2 
However, there are also a good many bad points to 
the British plan which are not hard to see. Doctors are 
overworked, particularly because of red-tape certification. 
Most patients only go to the doctor's office in order to 
get certification and prescription renewals. Clerical work 
is cutting down on adequate care and efficiency as doctors 
1 Rappleye, op. cit., P• 13. 
2 op. cit., p. 32. 
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are required under NHS to issue all certificates for over-
all National Insurance, including changes in employment, 
sickness and unemployment benefits, rationing, etc. Almost 
all patients need several forms and reports. 
The Swiss, on the other hand, have had voluntary 
health insurance plans in wholesale operation for nearly 
40 years. Approximately 75 per cent of the country's 
4,600,000 population is enrolled in one or more of its 
i500 "caisses" or insurance plans.l Coverage runs the gam-
ut from office visits for minor colds to hospitalization 
and surgery. 
These voluntary plans are managed wholly by ley per-
sonnel. They are supposedly free from politics, but plans 
must meet strict requirements to be eligible for govern-
ment subsidy which runs about one-seventh of operating 
costs. 
The hardy Swiss heve been shrewd in adding one par-
ticular condition to the service to curtail wholesale 
mooching. They have a deductable feature -- patients pay 
10-25 per cent of cost at time of treatment.2 
In Russia, all forms of medical aid are free and ad-
ministered by public health organizations of the separate 
Republics under federal guidance.. Doctors receive fixed 
1 Editorial, Medical Economics, 27: 49, April, 1950. 
2 Ibid. 
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salaries and private practice hardly exists. Soviet trade 
union social insurance commissions certify illness for the 
workers before they can go to the doctor -- in other words, 
you have to really be sick, or else know someone. Medical 
care is supplied by rural health stations for the majority 
of the population. Serious cases are sent to a district 
central hospital. 
BACKGROUND OF SOCIALIZED MEDICINE IN THE U.S. 
The Wagner-Murray-Dingell Bill, introduced in 1939, 
can be traced to the latter part of the 19th century and 
particularly to Adolph Wagner, German political scientist 
and Bismarck's economic adviser. Wagner originated and 
a. 
demonstrated the usefulness of social insurance. Bismarck 
then established the first National Compulsory Health In-
surance. 
The W-M-D Bill, more or less a modern adaptation of 
Adolph Wagner's theories, was also patterned after a model 
set up by the International Labor Organization, part of 
the League of Nations under the Treaty of Versailles. This 
bill has been before Congress, in one form or another, con-
tinuously since 1939.1 
nNobody wants socialized medicine save the bureau-
crats who plan to a.dminister it. It would make many 
lush jobs in Washington. It would give the proposed 
medical dictator and his hand-picked staff unmeasured 
power over the daily lives of the people. It would 
bring the powerful, grasping hand of aggressive bur-
eaucracy into every home in the land. Socialized medi-
cine has been tried in many lands. Never has it worked 
out as the planners dreamed. Financial disaster has 
been one unfailing flower. Standards of medical care 
have become progressively lower under such experiments.~2 
Those are strong and colorful words, but they seem to 
express the thoughts of many upon sensing socialistic ten-
dencies. Another person who voiced the identical senti-
ments was Dr. E.H. Ochsner who testified before the Senate 
1 L. Sullivan, The Case Against Socialized Medicine, p. 3. 
2 Sullivan, op. cit., p. 26. 
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Labor Committee on May 29, 1946. He commented, "It (W-M-D 
Bill) would be socialized medicine and the first step toward 
totalitarianism, just as it was in Germany." 
In reviewing the German picture, one does catch a 
dismal scene. Socialized medicine has reigned in Germany 
for more than 60 years. Even before the last war, German 
official medical regulations provided rig id standard nre-
scriptions and fixed doses for many common ailments. Days 
lost to sickness actually increased in Germany for some 
40 years after adoption of socialized medicine in 1885. 
Days lost by workers in the U.S. for the same period were 
about one-half to one-third less.l 
Treatments consisted mostly of temporary relief, sel-
dom curative, while personal hygiene and nreventive medi-
cine were almost entirely neglected. There was too much 
paper work and too many patients for complete examination 
and diagnosis. These latter points are common complaints 
in Britain today. 
Under the W-M-D Bill, about 80 per cent of the popu-
lation would have been covered. All the voluntary plans 
have to do, figuratively speaking, is match this figure, 
and they're in. The Administration plan would have in-
creased federal grants to medical education, state agen-
cies, and hospitals. 
1 Sullivan, op. cit., p. 47. 
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The extra tax involved was to be lt per cent from em-
ployers and the same amount from the workers. ·This would 
be in addition, of course, to that payroll tax already in 
effect. The self-employed (farmers, businessmen, profeee 
sionals) would pay the whole 3 per cent. The maximum con-
tribution for a worker was to be $6 a month or $72 a year 
on a net salary of $400 a month. That doesn't figure too 
bad if other taxes don't shoot up right away in order to 
subsidize the plan. 
The lack of medical purchasing power by the peoule 
would no longer be a factor in discouraging doctors from 
locating in rural or low-income areas. It just might solve 
the problem of inadequate geographical distribution of tal-
ent. States and cities could take care of unemployed and 
needy by paying insurance premiums for them out of public 
funds helped by federal social security grants. These 
last are important points and are ones that opposing plans 
in general have not been able to solve. 
11. 
GENERAL OUTLINE OF PUBLICS INVOLVED IN CONFLICT 
A. 
res en 
party issue. 
a. Social Security Board -- G0 ntrolled by and 
b. u.s. Public Health Service follow Administra-
c. Children's Bureau tion's decisions; 
d. Women's Bureau government workers 
e. Farm Security Administration will be on inside if 
.f. Department of Interior plan is successful. 
2. PM (N.Y. daily newspaper) -- known for liberal poli-
cies; backs radical issues for downtrodden masses. 
3. Communist and Socialist groups -- in line with their 
party policies. 
4. Labor Unions -- just what they want: more security for 
the worker. 
5. Chiropractors and Osteopaths -- they might get longed 
for recognition. 
6. Lowest income groups (farmers, white collar workers, 
laborers) -- they would benefit most.* 
B. Twilight zone of opinion: 
1. Middle-income aitizens -- torn between idea of free 
medical care and idea of Socialist State.* 
2. Dentists -- they would probably get more business un-
der com~ulsory system. 
3. Patent medicine manufacturers and druggists -- they 
might or might not increase sales. 
c. Definitely against compulsory insurance and for voluntary 
plans of one form or another; 
1. Republicans -- party issue. . 
2. Business and industry (NAM, c.of c., eto.) --social-
ism scare; stay away from anything not in line with rugged 
individualism. 
3. A.M.A. -- might lose organizational power, status, 
prestige, and funds. 
4. Doctors and nurses -- more work, less pay, less free-
dom. 
5. Hospitals -- fear more regulations and restrictions. 
6. Insurance companies (Blue Cross, etc.) -- a tremend-
ous loss of revenue possible; voluntary plans would fold; 
a body blow to entire insurance game• 
7. Higher income groups -- they already have enough med-
ical protection.* 
* Mr. & Mrs. America, for whom the benefits are planned, 
compose the least vocal group of all. This is a fight be-
tween semi-representative pressure groups. 
RESULTS OF VARIOUS PUBLIC OPINION POLLSl 
Gallup poll, 1950 
~uestion: "Have you heard or read about the Truman 
Administration's plan for compulsory health insurance?" 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • 66%. 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • 34% 
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~uestion -- asked of those 54% who were able to ad-
venQe an argument either for or against the plan: "What 
is your opinion about it -- are you :for the Administration 
plan, or not?" 
Favor ••• 
Against • • 
No opinion 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
Minnesota poll, 1949 
Question: "Do you think national health insurance is 
needed in the u.s.? Would you like to see a program of 
health insurance, similar to that in England, adopted in 
the u.s.?" (August) 
All City: . 
Yes • • • • • 29%. • • 31% • • No • • • • • 53%. • • 53% • • Qualified • • 5%. • • 5~ • • 
No opinion • 13% • • 11% • • 
(May) 
Pvt. health plan ••••• 48%. 
Gov't. control •••••• 28%. 
No opinion • • • • • • • • 24% 
Yes •••• 
No •••• 
No opinion 
(Feb.) 
• • • • • • • • 40%. 
• • • • • • • • 12~ 
• • • • • • • • 38% 
Town Farm 
22% • • 27%. 
55% • • 53~ 6~ • • 2~ 
17% • • 18% 
1 Malmberg, op. cit., pp. 230-33; Minnesota Medicine, 32: 
1062, Oct., 1949. 
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Washington Post poll, 1946 
Question: "The President has suggested that a small 
amount be paid from a worker's wages into an insurance fund 
that would help pay doctor, dentist, and hospital bills for 
the worker and his family. Do you approve or disapprove of 
the plan?" 
Approve • • 
Disapprove 
Don't know 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 70% 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 21* 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 9% 
National Opinion Research Center poll, 1944 
Question: "Do you think it would be a good idea or a 
bad idea if the social security law also provided paying 
for the doctor and hosnital care that people might need in 
the future?" 
Good idea • • • • • • • • • • • • • 68~ 
Bad idea • • • • • • • • • • • • • 19~ 
Don' t know • • • • • • • • • • • • 13% 
American Institute of Public Opinion poll, 1943 
Question: "At present the social security _sys.tem pro-
vides benefits for old age, death,, and unemployment. Would 
you favor changing the program to include payment of bene-
fits for sickness, disability, doctor, and hospital bills?" 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 59~ 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 29%. 
Undecided • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12% 
Foote, Cone, & BeldiAi aollf 1943 (taken by advertising 
agency for Calif. e loa Assn ••• loaded heavily.) 
Question: "Do you think we should have some smrt of 
a socialized Government-controlled medical plan?" 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 50~ 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~~~ 
Don' t know • • • • • • • • • • • • 16~ 
14. 
(The agency's report stated: "Since California is at 
the top among States in standards of living, you can apply 
these percentages to the nation as a whole and be conserv-
ative.} 
Fortune Magazine poll, 1942 
Question: "Do you think the Federal Government should 
or should not collect enough taxes after the war for medi-
cal care for everyone who needs it?" 
Should • • 
Should not 
Don't know 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
••••••• 74.3~ 
• • • • • • • 21.0~ 
• • • • • • • 4.7% 
15. 
TACTICS EMPLOYED BY THE GOVERNMENT IN SPONSORING NATIONAL 
COMPULSORY HEALTH INSURANCE 
Government has done its best to influence health leg-
islation through the use of statistics deploring .the nat-
ion's poor health. Administrators have stretched the lim-
its in using public funds for propaganda. Still, the Fed-
eral powers that be have forgotten the possibilities of med-
iation, conciliation, and group therapy when dea~ing with 
such an important welfare problem. 
Private enterprise and opposing factions should rea-
lize that here is a plausible end beneficial idea. It should 
perhaps be redefined, added to or changed slightly to agree 
with varying theories, but it should be worked out to the 
satisfaction of a majority of those concerned -- so that 
the key point of broader, cheaper health coverage won't be 
lost to the nation. 
"Public health is big business. Federal, state, and 
local governments expend through health departments almos~ 
$400 million annually for this important commodity. Publio 
health is one of government's most important businesses, in 
that it not only promotes and maintains within the nation 
a high standard of living, but assures the nation a people 
Who are vigorous, active, and physically prepared to meet 
national emergencies."! 
Public relations fields in public health are much 
similar to those in other fields. They must be concerned 
with departmental internal relations, dissemination of 
1 V.A. Getting, "PR in Public Health," Am.J.Pub.Health, 
39: 1561, Dec., 1949. 
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information or health education, community organization, 
professional relations, and government relations with other 
agencies at local, state, and federal levels. The media 
available are also common, and include radio, newspapers, 
movies, lantern slides, television, letters, telephone calls, 
personal visits;: exhibits, talks, personal appearances, pam-
phlets, annual reports, etc. 
As Director of Research and Statistics for the Social 
Security Board, Mr. Isadore s. Falk is the pivot around 
which the entire government propaganda machine revolves. 
He is aided by top officials in the Social Security Admini-
stration, and by many other key departments listed elsewhere. 
These various bureaus write public statements reflect-
ing the need and popular demand for compulsory health in-
surance. They also do the groundwork for much of the legis-
lation that is written. They also seem to have managed and 
controlled the various hearings that came up before the Sen-
ate Labor Committee; that is, they provided the bulk of the 
statistics for supporting testimony. 
Oscar Ewing's report to the President on the "Nation's 
Health" is a comprehensive and exhaustive study made on re-
quest by the Federal Social Security Administrator. His 
statistics, however, should be thoroughly analyzed, diag-
nosed, and somewhat modified: 
1. "Each year, 325,000 people die whom we have the 
knowledge and skills to save." -- Will compulsory health 
insurance really eliminate a large percentage of these, 
though? Can or should we reach perfection? What about 
over-population? 
17. 
2. "Every year, the Nation loses 4,300,000 man-years 
of work through bad health." -- Health insurance is only in-
surance; it wouldn't necessarily stop sickness. More work-
era might mean greater unemployment; where would money come 
from to pay them? 
3. "Every year, the Nation loses $27,000,000,000 in 
national wealth through sickness and accident." -- This 
falls in the same category as No. 2. 
4. "The Record of Selective Service exams during the 
war is widely known: 5,000,000 declared physically or men-
tally unfit." -~ This omits 400,000 who enlisted voluntar-
ily, and 2,700,000 who volunteered after draft registration. 
It also neglects to mention that 37.5 per cent were defer-
red for dependency or essential wartime occupations. 
Ewing's other specific conclusions and figures on key 
health problema cannot be discounted; the only disagreement 
is in the method of approach: 
"1. Doctors and nurses are insufficient in numbers and 
so poorly distributed that large sections of the country 
are without minimum health and medical services. 
18. 
2. Not enough medical schools and teaching hospitals. 
3. Only about 50 per cent as many acceptable hospi-
tal beds as required. 
4. Weak and ineffective organization of health re-
sources at local level. 
5. Medical research gets only about 10 per cent of 
$1 billion spent annually on national research; most 
goes to industrial and military. 
6. Cost of health is too high for individual: 20 per 
cent of people can afford all medical care needed; 50 
per cent of people (under $3000 income} find it difficult 
or impossible to pay for medical care; and 30 per cent 
($3000-5000 income) have to make great sacrifices or go 
into debt when severe or chronic illness strikes."l 
The Harness Committee (House Report, No. 786, 80th 
Congress, 1st session, 1947) named six Federal agencies as 
"using government funds in an improper manner for propa-
ganda activities supporting national health insurance." 
These agencies were the Bureau of Research and Statistics, 
u.s. Public Health Service, Children's Bureau, Department 
of Agriculture, Office of Education, and the u.s. Employ-
ment Service. The Committee declared that "the use of fed-
eral funds for purposes of influencing legislation before 
Congress is unlawful under Section 201, Title 18, of the 
u.s. Code." They then asked the Department of Justice and 
the Attorney General to initiate proceedings to stop "this 
unauthorized and illegal expenditure of public money." 
The Federal Security Agency spent a total of $2,043, 
988 for publicity and propaganda activities for the fiscal 
1 O.R. Ewing, The Nation's Health, pp. 63-74. 
19. 
year ending June 30, 1946. (These figures are also from 
the Harness Committee's report) Children's Bureau health 
consultants made many speeches throughout the country, ad-
vocating President Truman's program. Public Health Service 
literature has always emphasized material supporting nat-
ional health insurance. 
In a circula.r message to his staff, December 10,1946, 
(following President Truman's message to Congress) Dr. 
Thomas Farran, Surgeon General of the Public Health Service, 
made his views clear as to his stand on public relations 
and the insurance issue. At that time, he wrote: 
"The anpropriate executive agencies of the Government 
have been specifically instructed by the President to 
assist in carrying out this legislative program ••• Every 
officer of the Public Health Service will wish to fam-
iliarize himself with the President's message, and will 
be guided by its provisions when making any public 
statements likely to be interpreted as representing the 
official views of the Public Health Service." 
In other words, he was protecting his interests by actual-
ly recommending national compulsory health insurance. 
The government's public relations is somewhat phan-
tasmal. There is no direct way of collecting and analyzing 
a great number of samples. Most of the higher level strat-
egy is brought to bear on key individuals, legislators, and 
specific pressure groups. Once legislation is passed, the 
program is on the road for better or for worse. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS STRATEGY USED BY THE A. M.A. IN OPPOSING 
ADDITION OF HEALTH I NSURANCE TO U.S. SOCIAL 
SECURITY PROGRAM 
The American Medical Association is the key force 
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opposing compulsory health insura.nce. This group has late-
ly hired eminent publicists and public relations counsels 
ro plan their strategy. 
Raymond T. Rich was hired in 1946 to survey the AMA's 
public relations and came up with the conclusion that they 
were bad. He resigned, stating that its policy had, un-
fortunately, identified the organization with "the econom-
ic interest of the doctor." 
Fo~merly most vehement in accusing and condemning 
compulsory insurance as a socialistic 'Practice, the AMA has 
now cooled off and is settling down to serious effort in 
fighting its opponent with more reasonable and even concil-
iatory tactics. Instead of merely attacking the reasoning 
of compulsory insurance proponents, they are now producing 
and pushing their own counterpropaganda program and poli-
cies. 
There are, however, many who opposed and still resent 
the AMA public relations tactics. One of the many criti-
cal comments is as follows: 
"Instead of trying to deodorize the AMA , the new pro-
moters took it out and buried it. One hundred forty thous-
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and old family physicians arose in its place, all wear-
ing beards, wing collars, high button shoes, and thread-
bare frock coats, all keeping an all-night vigil at the 
bedside of your curly-headed little child and mine. KEEP 
POLITICS OUT OF THIS PICTURE. •The Doctor• never was a 
good painting, even in the Tate Gallery tradition. You 
may have seen it on your doctor's wall when you were 
young; it used to be distributed as an advertisement for 
Petrolagar. It made the doctor feel good. If Whitaker 
& Baxter are right, it still does. 
With Fishbein out of the way, the new campaign is a 
grass-roots affair reminiscent of the wonderful Willkie 
boom at the 1940 Re publican Convention. The doctor is 
cautioned against entering 'too many' debates on medical 
insurance. He is to apply the heat to his patients per-
sonally, and •the principal physician of every Congress-
man and every u.s. Senator• is to send his Honorable 
patient a letter 'telling him of the .danger of social-
ized medicine.' The Whitaker & Baxter literature out-
fishbeins Fishbein; pick it up at your doctor's office 
and ask him how he likes it."l 
Besides Clem Whitaker and his capable wife, the AJliA 
front included the majority of the large insurance compan-
ies which agreed to help by distributing some 1.5 million 
anti-health~program pamphlets. Full page ads in 12,000 
daily and weekly newspapers have helped, although denend-
ing a good dea.l on the pap.~r~ s editorial support. The Bat-
ional Association of Insurance Agents, some 20,000 indepen-
dent agencies, agreed to set up displays at state convent-
ions and to put posters in agents' offices. To top off 
this list of helping hands, the International Association 
of Accident and Health Underwriters set up a bureau of 
nearly 1500 speakers. Other active and open participants 
included the American Life Convention (227 of the largest 
1 Ia Mayer, The Dogged Retreat of the Doctors, Harper's 
Magazine, 199: 37, Dec., 1949. 
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life insurance companies), Provident Mutual Life of Phila-
delphia, Bankers Life and Casualty Company, Bankers Nation-
al Life, and the Combined Insurance Company of America.l 
Clem Whitaker and Leone Baxter, a husband and wife 
team, form one of the top public relation consulting firms 
in the country today. This couple won 58 out of 63 of the 
West Coast's hottest legislative and electoral campaigns. 
They actually beet Governor Warren's nlan for compulsory 
health insurance in California by managing to enroll five 
million in voluntary plans -- more than the Governor had 
promised to cover. They also helped push through state 
legislation for statewide civil service and increased 
teachers' pay. 2 
To earn their $100,000 a year A1M salary, the couple 
split the work load. Whitaker, a compelling speaker, 
l).andled the policy and missionary work,. While B~x*er did 
the writing of press releases and pamphlets, etc. 
Specific counter measures to the W-M-D health plan 
were found to be a sober and factual publicity and adver-
tising campaign to let the public knqw that voluntary pre-
payment plans could do the job and an increased legislat-
ive campaign to inform and influence individual Congress-
men. The bulk of the AMA fund was spent trying to show 
the people that private American medicine is . better than 
1 "Propaganda Clinic," ~Republic, 121: 9, Dec. 12, 1949. 
2 Ibid. 
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any form of government medicine in the world -- trying to 
sell voluntary insurance to the masses and attempting to 
make it a household necessity rather then a luxury. Among 
the media end methods used were radio end newspaper adver-
tising, a great deal of direct mail, personal selling and 
missionary work, speakers bureaus in every state, almost 
complete coverage of every Rotary club, Lions club, cham-
ber of commerce, farm bureau, end veterans post in the 
country, and installation of a dynamic physician as coord-
ination leader in each state. 
Their grass-roots policy has been most important and 
fairly effective. Local medical associations end individ-
ual doctors were expected to furnish all possible data on 
each member of Congress (family doctor, influential friends, 
etc.) with a view toward influencing legislation. Local 
societies were ordered to keep in constant touch .with their 
legislators by mail, phone, or personal contact. Individ-
ual physicians were to keep their patients and communities 
informed on the matter. 
Aims of the AMA program have been to extend as rapid-
ly as possible voluntary plans into rural areas with state 
aid to lower income brackets, to set up state medical care 
authorities to handle funds, and to provide facilities for 
special care to aged and those with chronic . dise.ases. To 
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do this the group had to plan a coordinated campaign that 
included the four main items of distributing literature 
carrying medicine's story, organizing and directing speak-
era bureaus, originating valid news stories, _and securing 
endorsements from public organizations respected for their 
views. These latter second-hand pressure groups included 
the American Legion, General Federation of Women's Clubs, 
National Grange, American Farm Bureau Federation, American 
Bar Association, the D.A.R., National Fraternal Congress, 
u.s. Chamber of Commerce, and the National Association of 
Small Businessmen.l 
As of September 1, 1949, some 55 million pamphlets, 
leaflets, and posters had been showered on the American 
public with an estimated 85 million pieces out by the end 
of 1949• Fildes• painting, "The Doctor," captioned "Keep 
Politics Out of This Picture," hung on display in some 
66,000 medical offices.2 
Organized medicine has for some time had two dis-
tinct aims: (1) to crush compulsory health insurance, and 
(2) to create a better system of private medical care. 
Point No. 1 has, for the time being at least, been rea-
lized. The second aim is now to get concentrated etten-
;· .. "' ~ ... 
tion. The plan is. to stimulate more positive activities 
1 Medical Economics, 26~ 50-51, Feb., 1949. 
2 op. cit., PP• 62-64, Mar., 1949; p. 45, Apr., 1949. 
at both national and local levels, and to see to it that 
these activities are seen by the man in the street.l 
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Instead of relying on outside public relations coun-
sel in the future, the AMA has decided to build up its own 
PR department. This program is being timed so that the 
new department will be ready to take over from Whitaker & 
Baxter when that PR team steps down at the end of 1951. 
Last December, the Association appointed a three-man 
committee to look into ways of placing its PR deryartment 
on a sound, long-term footing. As a result of the commit-
tee's findings, 38-year-old Leo Brown, a seasoned veteran 
of medical public relations at the state society level, 
took over recently as PR director. Other results will prob-
ably include a larger staff and a bigger budget. 
Why isn't enough known about the good things the AMA 
does? Mainly because it takes big money to tell such a 
story. Whitaker & Baxter proved the high cost of PR in 
their anti-compulsion campaign. In one year -- 1950 
printing and postage alone cost them almost $1 million.2 
However, the AMA. has slowly been increasing its PR 
allotment. Last year the department's budget was raised 
to $95,000; this year it will be boosted to nearly $250,000. 
In the long run, it may get close to half _a million dollars 
1 i. Menges, "AM.A PR Takes New Turn," Medical Economics, 
28: 85-93, May, 1951. 
2 Ibid. 
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annually -- which, in the opinion of independent public re-
lations exnerts, is what it merits.l 
Even a budget this size won't com~are with the cost 
of the National Education Campaign. During 1949 and 1950, 
that program cost in the neighborhood of $3.5 million. 
1 Menges, op. cit., pp. 85-93. 
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INFORMAL EVALUAT ION OF VARIOUS MEDIA UTILI ZED IN A.M.A. 
I NFORMAT ION AND EDUCATION PROGRAM 
It is nearly impossible to correctly evaluate the 
worth or success of the various media used by the AMA in 
its Na.tional Education Campaign. Suffice it to say that 
the objective of defeating the government health bill at 
the polls was accomplished, whether or not through the 
effects of the program. 
Comments were many and varied. They ranged from 
harshly critical to resounding praises. For the sake of 
clarity, an outline of most of the media is included at 
the end of this section with a rough critical evaluation. 
Samples of pamphlets, posters, reprints, and advertising 
will be found in the appendix. 
The following excerpt from a Medical jou11).al art-
icle summed up the favorable viewpoint: 
"Here's how the largest county medical society in 
the u.s. summed things up: 'The success of the campaign 
is not only a tribute to the intensity and skill with 
which it was organized but, more important, a tribute 
to the good, sound common sense of the. American people 
when they know the truth ••• The ad campaign did a s pec-
tacular job in turning the tide which would have de-
stroyed the free practice of medieine ••• It has enhanced 
the prestige of the profession generally.' 
The vast majority _of .newspaper editorial writers, 
where they took note of medicine's drive, were friendly.l 
±Medical Economics, 28: 61, Jan., 1951. 
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Much of the vitriolic criticism came from the doc-
tors themselves. The following paragraphs are from an ar-
ticle that received nationwide attention: 
"The doctors of the land have been deluged with cam-
paign material portraying the horrors of government 
medicine. They are assured that the voluntary way is 
the American way -- whatever that means. They are im-
portuned to spread the official gospel throughout the 
community via their patients to the utmost of their 
ability. Every doctor is invited to make a political 
pressure outpost of his private offioet The personal 
physicians of politicians are being urged to put the 
heat on these, their natients, to vote right on medical 
bills. This last seems no longer necessary, as the 
bills are dead ducks anyway. A Washington lobby to the 
same end, of increasing size and cost, is being built 
up. 
The type of campaign material which Vfuitaker and 
Baxter are circulating in ever increasing volume is in-
sulting to the intelligence both of the doctors and the 
people. For the campaign emblem a mediocre Victorian 
painting was chosen displaying an ill child, or maybe 
a dead one, a frustrated doctor, and a pair of desnair-
ing parents. Its selection well betokens the naivet~ 
and obscurantism of the high command of organized medi-
oine. Under the picture is the slogan "Keep politics 
out of this picture.' Public places have been as thor-
oughly beplastered with this chestnut as with the ad-
vertisements of a popular toothpaste. It is on the 
same level. Its appeal is purely emotional. A proper 
legend for this picture would be: 'Keep this picture 
out of medicine. It has nothing to offer. This child 
is entitled to be in a modern hospital receiving the 
most up-to-date treatment that medical art and science 
have to offer, under a prepayment plan its parents can 
~ai'!ord.' 
In connection with the propaganda campaign a book 
entitled The Road Ahead, by John T. Flynn, is being dis-
tributed widery-!o doctors and others. Doctors and lay-
men alike are urged to read it. This reactionary screed 
tries to show that everything which has happened during 
the last sixty years in Britain, and to some extent in 
tqe United States, is taking us toward socialism."l 
1 J .H. Means, M.D., "The Doctors' Lobby," The Atlantic 
Monthly, 186: 57-60, Oct., 1950. 
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ROUGH CRITICAL OUTLINE OF 1mDIA 
A •. Excellent: 
1. 
2. 
B. Good: 
1. 
All promotion of positive programs. 
Doctor participation in civic affairs. 
Page size ads in 30 national magazines. 
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2. 
3. 
Short, spot announcements over 1600 radio stations. 
Washington lobby. 
4. Women's auxiliary community contribution. 
c. Fair: 
-
1. Pamphlets end circulars to be distributed by 
doctors to patients. 
2. Single insertion ads in 10.500 newspapers. 
3. Doctors wrote to Congressional candidates in ea(h 
state, asking them whether for or against compulsory health 
insurance. Replies then published in booklets which were 
widely distributed. 
D. Mediocre: 
1. Posters for doctors' waiting rooms, changed month-
ly, and envelope stickers to match. 
2. Soliciting organizations to sign and mail to Wash-
ington resolutions in protest of compulsory health insurance. 
E. Poor: 
-
1. Fildes' painting of "The Doctor," titled "Keep 
Politics Out of This Picture." 
2. Personal physicians of politicians urged to put 
pressure on them to vote right way on medical bills. 
RESULTS OF DOCTOR SURVEY SA~WLE TO ASCERTAIN ATTITUDES 
AND OPINIONS IN REGARD TO A.M.A. PUBLIC RELATIONS 
METHODS 
This small pilot study was undertaken to pave the 
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way for further observations on membership reaction to top-
level PR practices. A larger sample was not feasible for 
two i'easons: (1) funds were not available to accomplish a 
more thorough study, and (2) a single interviewer could 
form better cross-interpretations of the intensive, opan-
end interviews involved. 
Since a large sample could not be taken, it was de-
cided that the universe (Norfolk County Medical Society, 
Mass. -- 1114 members) should be carefully stratified. 
The Norfolk County Medical Society district is ' the 
second largest in Massachusetts with a total of 1114 mem-
bers. This particular society was chosen partly for its 
proximity to Boston and mainly for its representativeness. 
There are, quite fortunately, a fairly representative dis-
tribution of urban-rural and general practitioner-special-
ist categories within this group. 
The society geographically .embraces the townships 
of Brookline, Canton, Dedham, D.orchester, Foxboro, Frank-
lin, Hyde Park, Jamaica Plain; Mattapan, Medf.ield, Milton, 
Needham, Norwood, Roslindale, Roxbury, Walpole, Wellesley, 
West Roxbury, Westwood, and Wrentham. It also is the _only 
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soc i ety stretching entirely across the state (from Boston 
Harbor to the south-west border) and yet contacting the 
metropolitan center of Boston proper. 
In se t ting up the stratified random sample, a card 
file listing all members was first prepared. All cards of 
members who did not pay the 1949 voluntary $25 subscription 
to further the Al~ campaign were then withdrawn to form a 
second file. Approximately one-third of the members did 
not pay this assessment. These divisions were then classi-
fied as paid and non-paid, possibly signifying an _early 
agr eement, disagr eement, or lack of knowledge of the pro-
gram. 
These two lists were t hen subdivided .. into three cat-
egor ies each of s pecialist, general practitioner, and mis-
cellaneous. The miscellaneous group includes institution-
al, executives, administrative, teachers, industrial medi-
cine, public health, retired, and unknown. 
As the age of the individual phys ician was t hought 
perhaps to be of significance, a further subdivision was 
made within each of the practicing s pecialties. The card 
files were therefor next s plit into eight different age 
classifi.cations. The age brackets used were: . (1) 30 and 
under, (2) 31-35, (3) 36-40, (4) 41-45, (5) 46-50, (6) 51-
55, (7) 56-60, and (8) 61 and over. 
After the f oregoing stratifications were completed, 
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the entire card file was ready for sample selec.tion. A 
random number, between 1-20, was chosen. This was the first 
card to be included in the sample. Thereafter, each 20th 
card was picked out in order to form a 5 per cent sample. 
The total number in the finell sample was 56. 
Appointments were made with doctors selected at their 
convenience. Intensive, funnel-type personal interviews 
were finally completed with 48 doctors or an 86 per cent 
sample. The other 14 per cent were either too busy or re-
fused to give opinions. Each interview took at least one 
hour, some lasting more than four hours. 
Physicians were not asked direct, specific questions 
when opening the interview. They were first started out 
with generalizations on socialized medicine, thence to views 
on the AMA, and finally to specific methods. An outline ot 
points to be covered was used. 
An intensity rating of emotional feelings of individ-
ual doctors for the overall interview was made by the in-
terviewer. Although quite rough, this provides his estimate 
of the general feelings of the doctors toward the ~~'s pub-
lic relations practices. This rating scale is ineluded as 
topic No. 3 on the chart. 
The overall impression was one of the doctors being 
overwhelmingly opposed to compulsory health insurance, as 
was expected, and predominantly having a favorable impres-
sion of the AMA as a whole. On the other hand, the sample 
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split just about half and half on the interviewer ~ating of 
being in favor of or opposed to the methods used by the A1v'fA 
in its public relations campaign against socialized medi-
c i ne. 
Of the eight doctors in favor of compulsory health in-
surance, three came from one age bracket, 41-45, the others 
were scattered. Five were in the non-pay bracket and six 
were specialists. 
The conclusion here might be either chance or that 
those in this age bracket had reached the stage where they 
were thinking more of the people than of medicine. It is 
to be expected that several of the non-pays were in favor 
of compulsory health insurance. The specialists might fig-
ure to reap special benefits and high fees under government 
medicine, as seen in Britain. 
Favorable impressions of the A"A1A were obta.ined from 
the ''old guard" in the 41 years of age and up categories. 
Unfavorable comments predominated in the younger group from 
under 30 through 40 years of age. Generallt more favorable 
comments came from those who had uaid the voluntary sub-
scription. 
These results could show that the information and ed-
ucation camnaign, internally, should have concentrated on 
the younger doctors and on those who had not paid the vol-
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untary subscription. 
Most physicians interviewed were familiar with less 
than half of the total forms of media used in the campaign, 
although many felt they knew them all. Several doctors 
could name but one or two of the different media used. 
Naturally, more of those who didn't pay t.he voluntary 
subscription were opposed to the methods used. They might 
possibly have been rationalizing. 
Newspaper publicity and advertising, pamphlets and 
circulars to be distributed by the doctors, and local meet-
ings and speakers were media most often named. There were 
only a few more in favor of the first two named than were 
opposed. These two were perhaps the most controversial. 
On the other hand, all those that mentioned local partici-
pation were highly in favor of this method. 
Magazine articles and radio time were favored 4-1, 
while Fildes' nainting, "The Doctor -- Keep Politics out of 
this Picture," was violently opposed by all who mentioned 
it. In the category of doctors who refused to mention spe-
cific media, the majority were opposed to all the methods 
used in general. 
Non-nays contributed most of the "opposed to all meth-
ods in general" comments. Doctors who paid generally had 
some methods they favored and others they opposed. 
Very few doctors had participated in t.he campaign at 
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all. Most, in fact, had done nothing beyond paying the vol-
untary subscription, if that. Some had advised their 
friends and patients on the controversial matter of comnul-
sory health insurance. A very small number actually helped 
to plan and execute campaign strategy at the local level. 
None of the non-pays had participated in the campaign, 
while the paids split about half and half on participation. 
A good majority of the sample felt somewhat left out. 
In other words, they felt that organization and implementa-
tion of the program was largely undertaken at the national 
level, without permitting sufficient participation by the 
membership. However, several ad.mi t ted that it was pertly 
their own fault as they could have participated more if they 
had so desired. 
Approximately half the paids felt left out, while 
non-pays split half and half on this question. Specialists 
also split 50-50, while general practitioners and miscel-
laneous were the groups that most strongly felt the lack of 
participation and information. 
An overwhelming majority claimed they were familiar 
with the scope and objectives of the program. These were 
brought to their attention mainly by articles in the Jour-
~~ the American Medical Association and .the ~England 
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~J-ou~r~n-a=l _o_f Medicine, by pamphlets and circulars sent out 
for doctors to distribute to patients, end by local society 
meeting discussions. Several others mentioned newspaper 
publicity and form letters from the Ana as sources of their 
information. 
In general, the doctors said, 2-1, that they had felt 
a lack of information about the program since the beginning 
ot: tiie intensive campaign in 1949. Groupswho felt the 
most lack ' of information about the program were the paids 
and the specialists. This would tend to lead one to sus-
peat that they were also the most interested. 
Some 24 respondents offered a total of 45 criticisms 
of and suggestions for the campaign. Twenty-four of these 
comments came from 14 doctors in the paid bracket, while 
10 doctors in the non-pay group contributed 21 ideas. 
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BREAKDOWN OF THE ORIGINAL SUBDIVISION.AL GROUPING OF DOC! 
TORS SELECTED IN THE SAl~LE: 
Paid •• • • • • • • • • • • . . . .. . • 30 
Non-pay • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 18 . 
total • • • • 48 
Specialists • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 27 -
General Practitioners ....... -• . 9 
Miscellaneous • • • • • • • • . . .. • • 12 
total • • • • 48 
( 1) 30 and under • • • • • • • • • .. • • 1 
(2) 31-35 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
(3) 36-40 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
( 4) 41-45 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 
{5) 46-50 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
(6) 51-55 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 
.( 7) 56-60 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
(8) 61 and over • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
Unknown • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
total • • • • 48 
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1. Stand on compulsory Total·l-2-3-4·5-6-'l-1;3 NO . :Pd Np . ~p _ G-:P . :¥i~O. 
hea!tn insurance ~e 1. Favor 8 
- -
- 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 6 1 1 
b~ Neutral 3 
- - -
1 - 1 1 3 1 2 
c. OJ2posed 37 1 2 2 8 7 5 2 6 4 27 10 20 8 9 
2. ~Einion in ~eneral 
of the A.M.A. 
--
a. Favorable 33 1 - - 8 5 5 3 7 4 24 11 19 7 9 
b. Neutral 3 - 1 - 1 - - 1 2 1 2 1 
c. Unfavorable 12 
-
1 2 1 4 1 - 1 1 4 6 6 2 2 
3. OJ2inion of methods 
used in PR drive --
a. Highly favor 9 3 2 - 3 1 7 6 2 1 
b. Favor 11 
-
1 1 5 2 1 
- 1 ... 7 .4 5 5 1 
c. Friendly 4 1 - - - - - - 1 2 4 - 2 2 
d. Neutral 3 
- 1 - - -- 1 - 1 2 1 2 1 
e. Slightly opposed 7 1 1 - 3 1 
-
1 3 4 5 1 1 
f. Opposed 9 - - - 3 2 1 1 1 1 4 5 4 1 4 
!.• Stro~ll OJ2EOsed 5 - 1 1 - 1 2 1 4 . 3 2 4. Methods familiar 
with {favor 1 OJ2J20Se)-- F 0 FOFOFOFOFOFOFOFO FO FO FO FO FO FO 
a. Pamphlets '10 6 1-i--1213~-2-131 92 14 63 41 -2 
b. Washington lobby 2 1 1-------------11 32 -1 22 1- -1 
c. Newspaper adv. 9 5 1-1-1-112-11-1-l 11 .71 14 42 3- 13 
d. Local meetings 8 - --- ... --1-3-2-1-1- 6- 2- 5- 2- 1-
e. Journal articles 4 1 --------1-1--12- 5- -1 3- 2- -1 
f. Radio & TV 4 1 ------1-1-1----1 1- 2- 21 2- 1- 11 
g. Fildes' painting - 2 -------1·------1 -2 -1 -- -1 
h. All, in general 811 ----1-112121-2.22 -4 72 28 43 31 16 
1. No o!inion 10 - - - 4 1 1 1 1 1 g ~ 8 2 
5. Participated in 
C8IDJ28i~n --
a. Yes 14: 1 - - 2 4 2 - 3 2 14 ... - .. 7 4 3 
b. No 34 - 2 2 6 7 6 2 5 4 16 .18 .. 20 5 9 
6. Felt left out --
a. Yes 17 1 - 2 3 3 1 2 2 2 9 8 11 1 5 
b. No 27 - 1 - 5 4 5 1 6 4 19 . 8 13 7 7 
c. No OJ2inion 4 
-
1 
- 1 1 - 1 - - 2 2 3 1 
7. Familiar wZ12rogrami 
how found out --
a. Yes 41 1 2 2 8 8 6 2 6 6 25 16 22 9 6 
b. No 4 - 2 - 1 - 1 2 2 3 1 
c. No opinion 3 - 3 - --- - 3 4 1 2 
d. JAJif.A, l~EJM 15 - - 1 1 4 2 1 4 2 9 6 8 3 4 
e. 1iewspapers 7 2 2 1 - 1 - 1 5 2 2· 3 2 
f. Circulars 13 1 1 1 2 2 4 - 2 - 9 7 11 1 3 
g. Society meetings 12 - 1 1 - 2 2 - 4 2 6 6 5 4 3 
h. Magazine articles 4 
- - -
- 1 1 - 2 3 1 3 1 
i. Radio 1 - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 
J· Letters from AMA 6 1 - - - 2 2 1 - 4 2 2 2 2 
a. Lack of information--
a. Yes 14 1 - 1 5 4 2 1 - 9 5 11 1 2 
b. No 29 
- 2 1 4 4 5 2 5 6 16 13 12 8 9 
c. No opinion 5 - 3 - - 1 1 5 4 1 
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DOCTORS' CRITICISMS OF AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CAMPAIGN 
Critieisms made by sample respondents: 
1. Give minority more voiee. 
2. Should have stayed in background and let eivie and other 
well-organized groups do the real advertising. 
3. Medicine is above blatant ballyhoo. 
4. Placed physician on a par with and in same light as the 
seller of fertilizer. 
5. Fund was supposed to have been used for education; used 
instead for lobbying and propaganda. 
6. Poor policy to use professional PR advertising firm. 
7. Shouldn't use advertising and publicity. 
8. Sick and tired of the "Doctor" painting. 
9. Little too artificial campaigh from staid AMA. 
10. Program not a.ppealing or convincing. 
11. Advertising futile; not prolonged enough. 
12, Pamphlets almost superfluous. 
13. Program undignified; in bad taste, and in long run --
ineffectual. 
14. All top heavy campaign -- no discussion, no asking, and 
no participation. 
15. Medicine should be more ethical. 
16. Good overall plan, but trite displays and complicated 
appeals. 
17. Goals hidden in propaganda barrage. 
18. Resent some of the publicity and advertising. 
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Suggestions offered by sample respondents·: 
1. Greater contribution (both financial end personal effort) 
should be made by individual physicians. 
2. Tell both sides of stor,y. 
3. Stress positive values of voluntary insurance. 
4. Plan a really constructive program; not lip service to 
human welfare. 
5. Should initiate and encourage wide scale voluntary plans. 
6. Local medical groups should have been sold .on selling 
voluntary health insurance. 
7. Any plan used must be flexible end workable • 
. 
a. Should always listen to criticism. 
9. Push the campaign in general. 
10. More advertising needed. 
11. Should use more radio end television. 
12. Recommend abolition of campaign and devotion of time to 
study of successful health plans like R.I.P. in New York. 
13. Poll all doctors by ballot to ascertain their opinions. 
14. Each doctor could see his own patients. 
15. Would have like letters to individual doctors at first. 
16. Simplified mass-appeal ads needed. 
17. More local community treatment. 
18. Problem must be solved by the people eventually. 
19. Concentrate on local committees. 
20. Publicize MD fees. 
21. Hospitals should give more support. 
22. Legislation should be carried through by state and 
county units. 
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One respondent tossed in a couple of pertinent and 
unusual ideas: (1) "The AMA governing group is pretty heavi-
ly weighted with roentgenologists and federal and state 
activities tend to out into the x-ray business (at least 
of the chest) by making x-ray facilities too readily acces-
siblel (2) A peculiar inconsistency of the AMA stand is 
that it takes a compulsory levy to support a stand for vol-
untary insurancel" 
It is also an interesting point that. although many 
physicians were strongly opposed to the $25 assessment, 
several of these same respondents felt that more money 
should have been spent on advertising and .. publicity to do 
a more thorough job. 
In conclusion, perhaps the most carefully thought 
out analysis of the subject, for a spur-of-the-moment com-
ment, is herewith presented: 
"If it were possible to believe that there would be 
no graft by putting this very important problem in the 
hands of our government to decide, I would be in favor 
of some form of compulsory insurance. The cost of put-
ting this whole system into operation would of neces-
sity come from the individual who is already over-taxed. 
I still believe that the problem can be handled on a 
voluntary basis, if the proper appreeoh oan .be made to 
individuals by private companies which already have 
their systems in operation.nl 
1 A personal comment from one of the anonymous physician-
respondents in the Norfolk survey. 
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ANALYSIS OF EARLY OPINIONS OF VOCAL GROUP OF DOCTORS ABOUT 
A.M.A. CAMPAIGN METHODS 
The AMA must be given credit for outstanding work in 
helping bring medicine to its present position. Its var-
ious scientific publi cations and investigating councils are 
of the highest calibre. Yet, it has much to live dow.n in 
its Drl Fishbein's, its shrieking early attack of govern-
ment health insurance, its outmoded human relations, and 
its complacent ignorance of the people who support it. 
Before a group can sell itself and its plans to oth-
ers, to the nation, it must first sell itself to its mem-
bership. If an organization once obtains the wholehearted 
cooperation of its followers, it then has little trouble 
serving as an example and bringing allies into. the fold. 
in spite of the ~~'s recent policy changes and PR 
strategy, many of its members still distrust the organize-
tion as a whole. One of the respondents in the author's 
recent Norfolk opinion survey had this to say of the A!~ 
(It is quoted as nearly as possible because the speaker's 
vehemence was sincere): 
"It is a shameless doublefaced devil. It openly and 
slyly, since its organization, has been undermining and 
in every conceivable way trying to discredit, end did 
discredit, a large portion of its own fellowship •- by 
its classification of medical schools and by its per-
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sistent oersecution of the graduates from schools that 
did not agree with its Committee on Education. It is 
a parasite of the worst sort on the back of American 
medicine. A handful of men, · of evil design, have a 
stranglehold on the throat of ever.y physician. There 
is no such thing as a free election, or a word on its 
policies, for the members. All proposals are cut and 
dried for its various committees. It does not and ne-
ver did represent the physician." 
It is common knowledge that a few persons within a 
group who assert themselves can almost control the group's 
actions. .An analysis of public opinion is oftentimes made 
from established views. The average person just .won't 
take time to sit down and send in his ideas or make his 
views known. Any Congressman or radio station can tell 
you that they depend on a very small vocal group for samples 
of mass opinion. 
That is why the selections within this chapter were 
considered important. These are excerpts from protests 
made by the vocal group within the Norfolk Medical Society 
to the 1949 assessment soon after they were notified of 
the plan. 
These are perhaps representative of the dissenting 
one-third who didn't cooperate or participate and who re-
fused to pay the voluntary contribution • . Some 27 others 
also stated that their refusal to pay was due to financial 
difficulties. These latter included interns, residents, 
and those beginning practice. 
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The following letter. written in July, 1949, is typ-
ic al and is quoted almost in Whole because of it complete-
ness: 
"Aw decision not to pay the $25.00 assessment was 
made after hearing Mr. Clem Vfu itaker s peak at the meet-
ing of the New England Medical Council at the Copley-
,leza Hotel on March 27, 1949. Clearly the tone of the 
cam~eign was being set then. And it was set by such re-
marks of Mr. Vfu i taker's as the following (quoted from 
the mimeogra phed transcript of his s peech): 'This is a 
basic struggle between two warring philosophies of gov-
ernment and economics. It's a fight between socialism 
and individual initiative, or aommunism and a free econ-
omy. Call it what you will, it's a fight to the deeth. 
And the ultimate stake in this fight is despotism or a 
free democracy, a Socialist State, or a free America.'n 
"This is, of course, the currently popular technique, 
much used in Washington, of calling anyone who doesn't 
agree with' you a Communist, and .of implying that any 
new idea is 'subversive.• I should think it beneath 
the dignity of a profession the members of which ere at 
least sometimes exposed to scientific thinking." 
"Mr. Whitaker's remarks during the question period 
confirmed my early impressions. In answer to a quest-
ion about radio deba tes, he said: ' We are opposed to 
debates because they give the enemy (sic) too much op-
portunity for expression.' This statement would hardly 
be credible if t h ere had not been an adequate number of 
witnesses. Another remark about 'dragging your togas 
in the mud' was hardly in the best of taste." 
The further conduct of the campaign, including a fol-
der for distribution to patients, the sentimental pic-
ture poster, end the broadside with the scare headline 
'Public Crusade Gathers Momentum,• bears out the ear-
lier indications. Any doctor in a medical meeting who 
threw words around with so little regard for their mean-
ing and their rel ation to the facts would deserve to be 
hooted out of the hall." 
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"I em fully aware that Whitaker and Baxter have been 
hired 'to do a job,' and that they are doing it to the 
best of their ability in true advertising agency style. 
I also note in the public press (and have not heard this 
denied) tha.t lhey are receiving $100,000 a year for 
their services. To this I can only say: 'Not with Sl 
$25.00.'" 
"The whole affair has become emotional and semi-hys-
terical. The issues are not being debated. The .A . M.A. 
has simply taken to shouting through the mouths of Whi-
taker and Baxter. I do not care to take part in the 
shouting. ttl 
Sample quotes from other doctors who asserted their 
staBd were: 
" ••• I disapprove of conducting a political campaign 
under the guise of 'education.'" 
" ••• I am not in entire agreement with the . methods 
proposed by the AJ.~ for opposing the increasing trend 
toward government control o~ medicine. As soon as more 
specific methods are proposed, I shall be glad to con-
tribute." 
" ••• I would be interested in receiving a copy of to-
tal expenditures of money received by the. AMA from the 
assessments paid to date, before contributing." 
" ••• The reason for my not paying the assessment is 
because I do not believe in the medical lobby." 
" ••• In the first place, I do not know What this 1949 
assessment is for --." 
" ••• I am opposed to the use of this money for lobby-
ing :9urposes in Congress. I would be very anxious to 
contribute money for constructive purposes in terms of 
a counter proposal to governmentalized medicine, but I 
have not been very happy about the progress of the A1~ 
in this direction." 
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" ••• I resent the assessment which was not presented 
to and voted on first by the Massachusetts Medical Soc-
iety. Had our society first presented it to the member-
ship and allowed full discussion, and had the majority 
of the members of the society then voted for it, I would 
have paid it without question. This levy, imposed from a• 
bove by the .AMA, whether for a purpose with which I agree 
or disagree, seems to me high-handed and unjust.w 
" ••• The promised general conference which was prom-
ised has not been held. vVhen it is, I shell pay the 
assessment." 
These letters all indicated a lack of information on 
the part of the membership. Vfuat the doctors mainly want-
ed to know was where the money was going. They wanted to 
see a campaign outline embodying constructive principles. 
In addition, they tlnded to disapprove of any high-pressure 
advertising ballyhoo and political lobby. They also felt 
that the best campaign would be a positive one, stressing 
expansion of existing voluntary health plans .or creating 
more comurehensive ones. 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Results of the interview sample tended to jibe close-
ly with the author's original theories. There were a few 
minor deviations, but in general the major premises were 
found to be only too true. A check of the chart included 
in the survey section will show the above statement to be 
correct. As a comparison guide, the thesis hypothesis and 
specific problems are here repeated: 
Major hypothesis: That the national officers of the 
American Medical Association have not received the 
wholehearted cooperation and support of local member-
ship in the current campaign against ne. t ional compul-
sory health insurance because: 
1. Members feel that organization and imnlementation 
of the program has been largely undertaken at the nat-
ional level without permitting sufficient participation 
by the membership. 
a. Some of the membership is not familiar with the 
scope and objectives of the program. 
3. Some of the members who are familiar with the 
scope and objectives of the campaign are opposed to cer-
tain methods used. 
4. Some members are in favor of compulsory health in-
surance. 
Specific problems: To determine to .what extent, if 
any, voluntary cooperation by local membership in the 
campaign has been impaired by: 
1. A feeling on the part of members that they have 
not been given a chance to participate in formulating 
policies, objectives, and methods for the campaign. 
2. Inadequate information of policies, objectives, 
and methods. 
3. Opposition by some members to certain methods used. 
4. A lack of interest and general torpidity. 
The first of the problems was found to be especially 
important. A large group of physicians definitely felt a . 
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lack of participation. Probably others did, too, but just 
didn't realize it. Problem No. 2 was im~ortant, too, but 
not so significant as the first. Most doctors received 
enough information, but it often wasn't what they wanted to 
hear. They felt especially left out toward the beginning 
of the campaign; later grass~roots promotion, local dis-
cussions, and personal letters from AMA hea.dquarters did 
much to revive their support. 
Problems No. 3 and 4 were both found to be true, but 
not of much significance. They would undoubtedly be true 
of any organization or campaign. The doctors were not par-
ticularly much more inactive or disinterested than any other 
large organized group, especially of professional people. 
Most of those who opposed certain methods used logical rea-
soning even if their conclusions weren't always unpre ju-
diced. This was the AMA's first stab at national promotion, 
and the publicity and advertising extravaganzas were just 
a little too much for many members. 
It is interesting to note that A:MA public relations 
have taken a step in the same direction which the author 
recommends. However, it is still felt that this same ap-
nroach could have been used in the beginning. It a good 
PR strategist had been looking ahead, he would have fore-
seen the out-and-out struggle with compulsory health in-
surance; there would have been less emphasis needed on pure 
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advertising and publicity as such; and nobody would have 
had to rush so much that individual members were lost in 
the shuffle. 
The following paragraphs are excerpts from a recent 
article in Medical Economics. Since this article offered 
the fullest and most recent analysis of AMA public relet-
ions, it is quoted at length: 
"The job ••• is two-fold: to sell the AMAto its mem-
bers, and to sell the AMA to the public. Good internal 
relations, they feel, must come first. 
To spur rapport between the AMA and its members, the 
PR department is setting up a new field service ••• with 
the association's first full-time liaison man. This is 
a long step forward. Many a local society has long 
felt it wasn't getting exactly what it wanted from the 
.A1JfA. Now it will have the chance to talk things over 
with a personal representative from the association's 
public relations department. 
A second innovation will be an advisory committee of 
executive secretaries. According to present plans, this 
committee will meet periodically to offer suggestions 
on AMA public relations. Thus, state and county medical 
societies will have a bigger voice in the association's 
PR decisions. 
Another new idea is a public relations _committee . com-
posed of top-level AMA policy-ma•ers. This will give 
the PR department interested spokesmen at all trustee 
and delegate meetings--something it never has had before.• 
Selling voluntary medicine to the public is, of course, 
a job that has to be dane on all levels • . A lot of hope 
is pinned on local grievance committees. 'As everyone 
knows ••• most of the public's complaints about doctors 
concern fees. Every time one doctor steps out of line, 
the whole profession suffers.'"! 
1 R. Menges, "Al~ Public Relations Take New Turn," Medical 
Economics, 28: 93-97, May, 1951. · 
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"Effective PR come from within. Our members are our 
first publio."l 
This quotation ends an article that could well have 
been taken to heart by the A],~ in its 1949-50 education cam-
paign. The annual "grass-roots" conferences for county of-
ficers end the regional conferences were not used to their 
full extent. Even this was not far enough. The AMA should 
have polled its members much earlier. Many valuable sugges-
tiona would have been obtained besides making each doctor 
feel he had made a personal contribution. Short progress 
reports could have kept the individual doctor up-to-date 
end informed on "his" campaign. He would then have been 
much more receptive, cooperative, end willing to actively 
participate in the program. 
That was the bad point of the whole AMA campaign. 
They are finally getting around to their internal public at 
the last, and it is the most important public. Give your-
self a sound organization that accomplishes many public ser-
vice deeds, whose members are eminently respectable, whose 
policies and practices can stand the public view, and whose 
members will personally promote and defend its ideas -- and 
you will have a united group that will be admired, respect-
ed, and understood by all its various publics. 
1 J .R. Miller, "Interna~ __ PR, ~ .~ New England Journal of' Medi-
cine, 238: 282, Feb. 2'6, · 19~8~ · · . 
--- r • ..., ' J \ :- L i •• J ;\ S 
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There are many little things that go to make up good 
internal public relations. In this case, the first step 
should have been to get the doctors to help list all the 
social problems confronting medicine, and then to include 
their suggestions on how to solve them. 
These problems would have included such items as in-
creased enrollment in and lower cost of voluntary plans; 
catastrophic coverage in voluntary plans; more emphasis on 
individual enrollment in voluntary plans, rather than just 
group coverage; better care for the aged; improvement of 
overall service; strengthening of rural health facilities; 
assuring adequate doctor distribution throughout the couh-
tr.y; making friends with the uress and radio; overcharging 
and fee-s plitting; handling of night and weekend calls; fee 
rates in general; and especially doctor participation in 
civic affairs. 
Doctors began taking part in civic affairs almost en 
masse in 1950. Stirred by head quarters and the future 
t hreat of socialized medicine, they joined service clubs, 
chambers of commerce, and many other local groups. However, 
their voices were raised mostly to combat socialized medi-
cine. They didn't have much to say on local medical mat-
ters. That was where they slipped. They showed that they 
were just in for the ride and no more. 
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The family doctor is a citizen first and a physician 
second. Unless he assumes his position in home town af-
f a irs, he has lost much, both for himself and for organized 
medicine. It is just as two•faced to attend meetings with 
only one purpose in mind as it is to attend church only at 
Christmas and Easter, 
Developing good internal relations takes time, a long 
time. But, in the long run, the gain far outweighs the 
time and effort involved, Then, too, the expense is much 
less than it would be for an extensive national publicity 
and advertising campaign. 
Here is what one state medical society is doing that 
I consider tops in local level PR -- the main points of 
their 1950-51 program: 
"(1) Hea lth education, (2) State press conferences, 
(3) County press conferences, (4) News letter services 
and internal promotion, (5) Promotion of 1950 Public 
Health Week, (6) Liaison with Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
plans, (7) Speakers' Bureau service, (8) Liaison with 
voluntary groups on state level, (9) Revision of public 
relations pointers handbook, (10) Relat .ions with Women's 
Auxiliary, and (11) Cooperate with AMA in promoting AMA 
radio broadcasts."! 
This is my theme for any organized group: (1) Find 
the problems, (2) Learn what the members think, (3) Use 
their suggestions, (4) Keep them informed, (5) Make them 
want to participate by making all activities interesting, 
1L W.E. Bray, "Public Relations," J, Med.Soc,New Jersey, 48: 
215-17, May, 1951. 
(6) Cooperate with and help the local corr~unity in every 
way possible, (7) Use publicity to keep the people aware 
of what you're doing, but use it sparingly. 
FOLLOW THE GOLDEN RULE: 
"Actions speak louder than words." --
54. 
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Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
It is a real privilege to be here today with such a 
distinguished group, and it is a very special pleasure 
to talk with newspapermen from the home towns 
of this Eastern seaboard. 
I think the reason is both obvious and significant. 
During the past two years the doctors and 
the newspapermen of America have come 
into closer contact and closer understanding 
than ever before. They have joined in a 
common crusade against forces that 
threaten essential American freedoms. In 
that crusade they have demonstrated once 
again what a tremendous, dynamic agency 
for liberty this Nation has in its free, un-
regimented Press. 
THE PRESS-
FORUM OF A FREE PEOPLE 
At a time when the newspapers of dictator 1\' ations 
are being throttled by centralized authority, or have 
long since become mere megaphones for megalo-
maniacs, we can thank God that in the United 
States the Press remains a guardian of free speech, 
an open forum where conflicting opinions can be 
expressed without fear of reprisal. La Prensa was 
captured by an angry Government because it dared 
to speak the truth as it saw it. Such a develqp-
ment could not now and must never occur here. 
Last fall we doctors turned to the open forum of 
the American Press to state American medicine's 
case in reference to Compulsory Health Insurance. 
\Ve placed an advertisement in every paid circu-
lation ne"·spaper of general interest-daily and 
weekly-regardless of its political affiliation or 
editorial opinions. \Ve expected no editorial fa,·ors 
because of this advertising, despite charges that we 
'I 
Wf're seeking to coerce the Press. How anyone 
etmld seriously think that a prideful Ame;ican 
newspaper would alter its editorial convictions for 
the sake of a 980-line "ad" is beyond me. Such an 
insinuation is an insult to both the Press and . 
medicine. 
W~., s~~ted, o"~-~r case~ against Compulsory Health 
Irlsurance factually, and said '\Ye f~;lt the Vol un-
tary system is a better 'system than the compulsory 
system. 
I am happy to say that less than 100 papers 
out of 10,500-that is, less than one per 
cent-disagreed with the premise. More 
than 99 per cent seem to agree with the 
principles of freedom we expressed. 
That is the way it still works in America. That is 
the \Yay it should work. That is the way it "·ill 
continue to work so long as there are enough men 
in the newspaper world who \Yill point or lead 
the way..:...._to insist that freedom of the Pres's r;e~ 
mains one of the greatest freedoms in America. 
I 
We are proud to have the Press as our ally 
in our fight for freedom. We are proud to 
be your allies in defending freedom of ex· 
pression in our Country 
UNFETTERED MEDICAL 
SYSTEM-A PUBLIC DEMAND 
I know there has been considerable misunderstand-
ing in some quarters about medicine's N ationwicle 
advertising campaign last October Any doubt · as 
to the efficacy of such a campaign was dispelled 
dramatically by the results of the A.l\i.A.'s t"·o-
fold program to sell the idea of Voluntary Health 
Insurance and uphold the principle of free Ameri-
can enterprise. 
Never before has any profession, un~er 'drastic po-
litical attack, rriade such s;u.ccdMul . vse "~· adver-
tising: to defend itself and \Yin public supp~rt of 
its pos:tion. Never has one profession or industry 
received such tremendous support from unrelated 
professions, in.dustries and organizations, in the 
form .of local ne,,·spaper advertising, to say, "\Ve 
are with you!" 
More than 65,000 advertisers all over America-
individuals, retail stores, manufacturers, CI\'IC 
groups, banks, insurance people, drug stores, labor 
union locals-more than 65,000 representatives 
of American civic and business life, paid out more 
than $2,000,000 for f!e\npaper spa10e and radio 
time in which to stare their conviction that the 
American wa_? of free, Voluntary action still Is 
the best. 
I~ is especially signif1cant to me-and I believe it 
~ _' will be to . you-that the great bulk of this tie-in 
adve!'tising came fr'bm non-metropolitan communi-
ties. 1\' inety per cent of the total inches of space 
purchased "·as placed " :ith newspapers having cir-
culations under 30,000~ l\Iore than 50 per cent \YaS 
placed in papers \rith circulations under 3,000. 
And those. papers "·ith less than 3,000 circulation 
comprised more than 7 5 per cent of all that carried 
tie-in advertising. Weekly newspapers alone 
carried more than 64 per cent of the tie-in 
space. 
PRESS PILGRIMA.GE-
REDEDICATION TO LIBERTY 
. 
The National Editorial Association can well be 
proud of the part it played in making this ad,·er-
tisin;! campaign such spectacular proof that in the 
Pre~s of our Nation free men have a forum in 
which they can speak out unafraid. 
The devotion of the ne~npaper world to the cause 
of human liberty is symbolized also, in the Free-
doms Foundation award the N.E.A. has recei,·ed as 
a result of your Rededication Pilgrimage last year 
to Plrmouth Rock. I should like to quote Dr 
Elmer L. Henderson, President of the American 
l\ledical Association, in that respect. In his inau-
gural address at San Francisco last June, Doctor 
Henderson stated that every one of us shares the 
responsibility of opposing those who would-and 
I quote-"strip the American people of self-deter-
minatitm and self-Government and make this a 
Socialist State in the pathetic pattern of the sociallv 
and economically-bankrupt Nations of Europe_:_ 
which \Ye, the American people, are seeking to 
rescue from poverty and oppression." 
Doctor Henderson discussed that significant pil-
grimage of yours, in which representatives of coun-
try ne\\·spap~rs in every section of America re-
dedicated themselves to the principles and the 
ideals on \Yhich this Country was founded. He said 
further "If it \Yere not for leadership of the Amer-
ican Press in defending our fundamental liberties, 
0 
American medicine, even now, might be Socialized 
-and under the heel of political dictation " 
"The doctors of America," he continued, "are 
proud to take their stand beside the fighting editors 
of America in the battle to save our freedom and 
the system of individual initiative which main-
tains it." ·· 
I can do no better than to reiterate Doctor Hen-
derson's statement. I am sure you " ·ill be happy to 
know that Doctor Henderson, too, won an award 
from the Freedoms Foundation for the ringing dec-
laration of principles contained in that address. 
SOCIALIZED MEDICINE 
IS BAD MEDICINE 
H should be clear to all thinking people that 
medicine's fight against Compulsory Health 
Insurance is no more localized and self-serv-
ing than is your fight to maintain freedom 
of the Press. 
If there were supportable evidence that Govern-
ment-controlled medicine were good for the people, 
the doctors' attitude might be quite different. All 
the proof, however, is to the contrary, just as all 
the evidence proves that Government control of 
the Press is bad for the people. 
That Compulsory Health Insurance is So-
cialized Medicine is a fact beyond doubt. It 
is a clever scheme for political control of 
the Nation's medical care, of which we have 
the best in the world today 
In case there is any lingering doubt about the 
intentions of Socialized l\Iedicine advocates in 
the Federal Security Agency, this directive to 
workers on the F.S.A. Staff is significant. It comes 
from Page 57, Chapter 4, of a booklet titled, 
"Common Human Needs-An Interpretation for · 
Staff in Public Assistance Agencies," issued by the 
Bureau of Public Assistance of the Social Security 
Board of the F.S.A. It says, and I quote: "Social 
security and public assistance programs are a basic 
essential for attainment of the socialized state 
envisaged in democratic ideolog-y, a way of life 
which so far has been realized only in slight meas-
ure." Let me accent that "so far." I think the 
implication is clear enough. 
That directive was first issued in 1945, and ap-
parently ~Ir. Ewing's office thought well enollgh 
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of it to have it reprinted in 19+9. The action 
has been protested in Congress as recently 
as February, 1951, as a misdirection of 
public tax funds by the F.S.A. for dissemi-
nation of wholly on-American philosophies. 
For evidence that ~Socialized l\Iedicine is not good 
,rntd4eine, we need only look to the experience of 
all great f.oreign .1'\aftons " :hich ·in economic dis-
tress have ' nationalized their medical care systems, 
and to opinions of foreign doctors who have prac-
ticed under such schemes. Such systems are a des-
perate last resort, and the comparison with ours 
should be refutation enough for the Socialistic 
brand of medicine! The advocates of Compulsory 
Health Insurance base their claims on three major 
premises: that there is a crisis in medical care in 
America; that we are facing a dangerous shortage 
of doctors; that the people of this Nation either 
can't afford to or simply won't take care of tl1eir 
mm health. 
The Socializers have learned to their sorrow 
that you newspaper men have ah uncom-
fortable habit of demanding· facts. What 
are the facts in this case? With your edi-
torial indulgence, I will turn reporter for a 
few minutes. 
GOOD HEALTH-PRODUCT OF 
MEDICAL PROGRESS 
\Ve can start with one irrefutable statement: 
the United States is the healthiest great N arion in 
the world. 
For example, such has been our medical progress 
in recent years that heart disease no longer is the 
number one killer during the productive period of 
life-those years from 20 to 65. Fa tal accident has 
displaced heart disease-and, in bet, all diseases-
as the great destroyer during working· nars. 
In 1900 the life expectancy of an American baby 
was +9 years. Today it is 68 years-a gift of 19 
added years of life! The infant mortality rate has 
been cut 69 per cent in the past 35 years. I can 
even quote Oscar Ewing's Federal Security Agency 
on that, and I think you'll agree that the F.S.A. 
certainly is not prejudiced in favor of the medical 
profession. The F.S.A. announced on l\Iarch 13 
that estimates for I 950 show that our infant mor-
tality rate is the lowest -in history-a rate of only 
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29.2 deaths per 1,000 live births. Compare this 
with the rate of +7 deaths per 1,000 live births in 
19+0, just a decade ago! It means, simply, that of 
every 1,000 new born infants, 18 ''"ho \Yould have 
died 10 years ago-get a chance at life today. At 
the other end of the life span, in the 65 to 7+ year 
age brac.ket, the death rate is do\\·n 21 per cent. 
Our American mothers have a better chance 
for life than those of any other Nation. The 
maternal mortality rate now is less than 
one death in every 1,000 live births. 
Deaths from pneumonia, not long ago the third 
greatest killer, have dropped 70 p.er cent. 
\Nhat about the so-called doctor shortage? There 
are, of course, special personnel problems arising 
from the needs of our armed forces, but the over-
all picture is not at all what i\Ir. Ewing and 
others would like to have you think it is. In the 
first place, the United States already has more 
practici•~g physicians than any .1'\ation in the " ·orld, 
and more of them in proportion to population. The 
number of doctors, furthermore, is increasing more 
rapidly than the general population. For the past 
15 years we have gained an a\·erqge of well over 
2,000 doctors more than the number we ha,·e lost 
through death and retirement each year. The out-
put of new medical schools no"· being organized or 
already in operation will accelerate that growth 
still more. 
STEADILY IMPROVED HEALTH 
CARE-MEDICINE'S GOAL 
Of equal importance in assessing our need for doc-
tors is the fact that new methods in treatment, and 
the new so-called wonder drugs, make the up-to-
nate doctor today 30 per cent more efficient than 
the practitioner of 20 years ago. Good roads and 
better transportation enable him to serve far more 
people. 
Do not think for a moment that the medical pro-
fession is overlooking the fact that we need a bet-
ter distribution of doctors and that still there are 
regions " :here, in regard to medical care, service 
and costs{ we have yet to reach our goal. 
~ ou editors are well aware of the needs, 
and you have been active in community 
efforts to solve problems that do exist. You 
have helped organize local health councils. 
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You have spearheaded campaigns to build 
hospitals and clinics, to provide the facili-
ties which will enable doctors and nurses to 
come into your communities and practice 
the kind of modern medicine they have been 
taught in" our g-reat medical schools. 
A heartening example of such typically American 
initiative is to be found in Kansas, where doctors 
and laymen united to create the facilities the State 
University's medical graduates needed in order to 
set up practice in small towns. Today about sixty 
per cent of the University's graduating class is 
once more seriously considering going into rural 
areas. Colorado already has placed a doctor in 
,-irtually every community that can support one. 
In the past three years the IO\n State l\Iedical 
Society has located more than 150 physicians in 
formerly doctorless rural communities. 
The availability of medical care is being increased 
rapidly in another important \\·ay. Already at 
least 329 local Medical Societies have established 
night and emergency call plans. Here in New York 
County, which operates the largest of such plans, 
it' takes only seven or eight minutes to have a 
doctor on his way in response to an emergency 
call. Out in Alameda Countv, California, the 
County Society advertises reg~larly to tell the 
community that all persons, regardless of abilitx 
to pay, will be accorded prompt medical attention 
at all hours-and it earnestlv fulfills that commit-
ment. The American ~Iedi~al Association is urg-
ing and expediting the adoption of similar emer-
gency and night call plans by all County Societies. 
The medical profession realizes its short-
comings. It is doing a sure, though Hercu-
lean, task to eliminate them. It does not 
need nor will it tolerate Socialization in solv-
ing its problems. 
FAMILY DOCTOR STILL IS 
MEDICAL MAINSTAY 
Some of the medical profession's critics charge 
that too many doctors are becoming specialists-
that not enough are left to do the all-important 
~ork of the family physici'<ln. \Vhile this is true 
to some extent in some cities, it is a misconcep-
tion of the facts for the Countrv as a " ·hole. Nat-
urally, as medical science impro-ves and knowledge 
. ' 
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\videns, it becomes more important to have <pecial-
ists. But today two out of e\·ery three doctors in 
private practice are general practitioners, and the 
up-to-date general practitioner can provide 85 per 
cent of the medical care needed by the a\erage 
family. Furthermore, tlre trend among medical 
st1,1Jler.ts tJ>day is s'winging ·back to ~eneral practice, 
rather than specialization. 
You hear · a lot today about Federal aid to 
medical schools, and a lot of what you hear 
is distorted and unfactual. The A.M.A. re-
cognizes the need for financial support of 
the schools that train our doctors, nurses 
and technicians. It also recognizes the 
threat to educational freedom inherent in 
Government subsidization. 
VOLUNTARY INSFRA.NCE-
A HEALTHY APPROACH 
TO A HEALTH PROBLEM 
' To stimulate and increase voluntarv contributrons 
and to help keep our schools fr~e of, political 
control, the A.~f.A., as you know appropriated 
$500,000 as a nucleus, and set up the American 
l\Iedical Education Foundation to collect and ad-
minister a fund to aid all medical schools. The 
response-except from those to ''"hom dependence 
on Government has become a " ·av of life-has 
been remarkable and encouraging pt.oof that the 
United States still kno"·s ho\1· to take care of its 
own, on its own. 
Yes, the winds of freedom still blow strong in 
America. In spite of the years during which this 
Nation has been edged deliberately toward the 
brink of Socialism, of dependence on Government 
for every personal -need, the American public has 
not lost its power of self-sufficiency, its preference 
for not being pushed around. ,. 
The. Socializers say 80 per c~n\'· o1'· the' Ainerican 
people can't-or ~on't-take care of the financial 
end of their medical needs. That is untrue, and I 
think Oscar Ewing know;; it. Government sta-
tistics show that Americans allot only four per 
cent of their annual expenditures to health care. 
That is approximately the · same as they spend for 
alcohol, and less than is spent for recreation. Nearly 
twice as much is spent in this country for tobacco 
as for physicians' services. According to estimates 
made by the U S. Department of Commerce, much 
more is spent for toilet articles, barber and beauty 
~hop services and other personal care than for hos-
pital services. 
HO\nver, statistics are not going to help you when 
sudden, serious illness strikes. Everyone agrees 
that health insura1ice is the right answer, but 
there is a·difference of opinion as to whether such 
insurance should "be \·oluntary or Compulsory. 
Millions of Americans have testified in no 
uncertain terms that they prefer the Volun-
tary system. 
As AI Smith used to say, "Let's look at the record." 
Today approximately 72 million Americans are 
protected by the hundreds of Voluntary Health 
Insurance plans. At the rate of increase sho,Yn by 
eYery survey, the prediction that \Yithin t\YO or 
three years 90 millions will be protected, is well 
on its way to fulfillment. The Blue Shield medical 
care plans alone gained five million new members 
during 1950, and are enrolling members at the 
rate of 28,000 every " ·orking day. That doesn't 
look as if the average American is ready to sit back 
and let the Government take over his health care, 
after remO\·ing a siz'eable section of his paycheck. 
Not only are Americans supporting Voluntary 
Health Insurance, but that insurance is paying off. 
Last year the Blue Shield plans paid out 150 mil-
lion dollars for surgical and medical services. Out 
of every dollar paid in premiums, the Blue Shield 
plans now are paying out eighty-two cents in bene-
fits, and the Blue Cross hospital care plans are 
paying close to eighty-eight cents. 
These latter figures relate to the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield medical and hospital plans. Similar 
progress and results are being reported by the pri-
vate insurance plans, the fraternal plans, the labor 
union plans, the busines.s and industrial plans. 
SOUND EXPERIENCE-BASIS OF 
SOUND HEALTH PLANS 
Voluntary Health Insurance programs are 
constantly being extended and improved on 
the basis ,of actuarial experience--a factor 
that the Socializers studiously avoid in their 
schemes 'for Compulsory Health Insurance. 
For example, as a result of the so-called catas-
trophic coverage pioneered early last year by the 
California Physicians Service, ilfteen of the Blue 
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Shield plans now are preparing to offer protection 
against prolonged, costly illnesses such as heart 
disease, tuberculosis, cancer and polio. A number 
of insurance companies are experimenting with 
this type of coverage and all V.oluntary plans are . 
studying it. 
T}le.r V.oluntary plaits .also are fast extending 
their services to imfividuafs not eligible for 
group coverage, and are making t:very effort 
to salve the very important problem of pro-
tecting the older age group. 
These, Ladies and Gentlemen, are some of the 
facts that the medical profession has been placing 
before the people of this Nat ion for more than two 
years. I said a moment ago that millions of Am~ri­
cans have testified in no uncertain terms that they 
want no part of Compulsory Health Insurance. 
They have done so in some very dramatic ways. 
Early in 1949, when it seemed that Govern:nent 
efforts to impose a payroll-tax form of h~talth in-
surance on the people \Yould be successful, the 
medical profession stood almost alone. 
Then the American l\ledical Association's N a-
tiona! Education Campaign began to function. Not 
a lobby in the accepted sense, the campaign never-
theless abides by all the lobbying la\YS. It puts the 
facts before the people on the grass roots level, 
and invites them to let their Congressmen know 
hmY they feel. Whitaker & Baxter vur campaign 
directors, have their offices in Chicago and I doubt 
whether they have been in Washington more than 
once a year. 
MILLIONS ACCLAIM THE 
VOLUNTARY WAJ:' 
>I' 
l\liliions of citizens are on· publi'C' Tecord, through 
the official resolutions of more than 10,000 re-
sponsible National, State and local organizations, 
strongly opposing Compulsory Health Insurance 
and all forms of Socialistic interference \Yith indi-
vidual freedoms. Last fall, at the polls, an aroused 
electorate defeated nii1e out of ten of the candi-
dates who ardently advocated Socialism in our 
Government, including Compulsory Health Insur-
ance. The newspapers of the United States played 
a great part in those victories. 
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Notwithstanding such an emphatic and un-
mistakable expression of the people's wishes, 
the Socializers have reintroduced into Con-
gress the same old bills calling for Socialized 
Medicine-and a few new ones to accom-
plish their objective through the back door. 
•. T he medi<;al profession will continue to be alert 
to all ·· efforts to britlg this Country under the de-
featist sort of regime that is throttling so many 
foreign •N ations. We doctors know that the Press 
of the United States will continue its vigilant 
watch, its aggressive championing of the freedoms, 
the rights, the responsibilities that have made this 
Country the one great hope of liberi}•-loving men 
the \Yorld over 
A PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
TO THE CAUSE OF FREEDOM 
I n your hands, Ladies and Gentlemen, rests a great 
~nd gra\'e responsibility. It is for you to keep the 
torch of truth ever burning brightly. By united 
effort, freedom's glowing beacon will guide the 
world to peace. We can and we will remain free 
men-free to achieve · iri the field of our choice, 
free to speak up for rights we hold dear, free to 
protect those principles that have made this Coun-
try great. 
In the full confidence that I speak for my pro-
fessional colleagues, I say to you, that if the day 
ever comes when the Press is threatened with Gov-
ernment domination as the medical profession has 
been · threatened, the Press will have in us a strong 
ally 
The attempt to Socialize medicine is in-
tended only as the first step. Should medi-
cine fall, public utilities would be next. Then 
would_follow, the banks, the bar, the Press, 
general industry, and finaUy labor, itself. 
The doctors of the United States will fight 
shoulder to shoulder with you against any 
a ttack upon the rights of free men. Doc-
t ors are citizens, too,. and free citizens we 
intend to remain. 
l 
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40 Vital 'Questions 
40 'Tactual Answers 
HEALTHINSURANCE-
compulsor'l or 
(/o/untar'l ? 
A YEAR OF DECISION 
The decisions and actions of the American peo-
ple in 1950 will have a vital effect on th.!! future 
of our Nation. Questions of transcending imppr-
tance a:re at issue in Congr~-and will be at 
issue in tlie 19~o· Congressional eJections. 
-Freedom at Stake 
The way the people settle those issues, through 
their legislators in Washington and by expres-
sion of their opinions at the polls, may deter-
mine the ultimate fate of American freedom 
-whether it endures as our most precious heri-
tage, or perishes beneath the oncreeping wave 
of "controls" by expanding Government. 
THE KEY ISSUE 
The most significant of all the issues before the 
1950 forum of public opinion is the Federal 
Security Agency's proposal for a system of Na- I 
tional Compulsory Health Insurance-Govern-
ment-controlled medical care. This plan, which 
was blocked by an upsurge of public protest in 
1949, is the most sweeping attempt yet made in 
this country toward central control of the per-
sonal lives of Americans. 
·-· 
Politics in the Sick Room 
The plan would place politics at the bt:dside of 
the ill. It would open the gates for a multitude 
of proposals endangering basic American free-
doms all along the line. 
HEALTH INSURANCE IS HERE 
TO STAY! 
There is no argument about the basic principles 
of health insurance. Almost half of the Ameri-
can people, on their own initiative, already 
have protected themselves against the financial 
shock of unexpected illness and accidents, 
through the hundreds of Voluntary Health In-
surance plans available. 
THE ONLY QUESTION IS: 
• How Will You Have Your Health In-
surance? 
• On a Voluntary basis-with sound medi-
cal direction? 
• Or on a Compulsory basis-with poli-
ticians at the controls? 
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HERE ARE 
• The Questions You've Been Asking and 
• The Factual Answers You've a Right to 
• Know 
~ 
~I /tal? 
Q. What' is "Compulsory Health Insurance"? 
A. It is a multi-billion dollar program proposed 
by the Federal Security Administrator. In 
place of existing Voluntary Health Insurance 
plans, it would levy a new, compulsory pay-
roll tax to support a medical system featuring 
Government regulation of both patients 
and doctors. 
2. Q. Is Compulsory Health Insurance really "In· 
·surance"? 
A. It is not. And it is gravely unfair to the peo-
ple to pretend that it is. Sound insurance is 
based on sound actuarial standards-and on 
contracts clearly setting forth both benefits 
and costs. Millions of Americans have such 
guarantees in writing-under Voluntary 
Health Insurance.. But the only guarantee 
in the Compulsory Health "Insurance" 
proposal is guarantee of a new payroll tax 
-the eventual amount unpredictabl~! 
OJf/tof 
3. Q. Who is for Compulsory Health Insurance? 
A. The Federal Security Agency 
Every left-wing organization in America 
Two specially organized propaganda groups 
-the "Committee for the Nation's Health" 
and the "Physicians Forum"-whose prime 
concern is campaigning for Compulsory 
Health Insurance. 
Some AFJt and CIO Leaders-though most 
rank-and-file union men and women are vio-
lently opposed to more payroll deductions, 
less take-home pay, and more government 
controls on the money they earn. 
Some well-intentioned, but misinformed. peo-
ple who have been led, by the propo~ents' 
misuse of facts, to believe that Government 
control of medicine will solve all of our health 
problems. 
The Communist Party 
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4. Q. Who is against Compulsory Health Insur-
ance? 
A. More than 3,000 National, State and Local 
organizations-speaking out in the greatest 
"Grass Roots Lobby" in history-were on rec· 
ord in early February, 1950. They represent 
a eNJss section of all Anterica__._farmers and 
bminessm.'erl, women and lafJorers, veterans 
and clergymen. 
The National Groups include: 
General Federation of Women's Clubs 
5,000,000 members) 
National Fraternal Congress of America 
American Farm Bureau Federation 
American Legion 
American Council of Christian Churches 
National Association of Retail Grocers 
Veterans of Foreign Wars 
National Conference of Catholic Charities 
National Grange 
American Protestant Hospital Association 
National Association of Retail Drugl,!ists 
AMVETS 
State and Territorial Health Officers 
Association 
American Bar Association 
American Gold Star Mothers, Inc. 
Catholic Hospital Association ·-· 
National Retail Hardware As~ociation 
D.A.R. 
American Dental Association 
National Association of Insurance Agents 
U. S. Chamber of Commerce 
And in the "Grass Roots" .. 
In addition to the scores of National o~gani· 
zations, only a few of which ar~ . li !!'t~d ~l)ova;· 
the roll includes hundreds of Regional, State, 
District, County and Local groups, such as: 
Women's Clubs 
Lions, Rotary, Kiwanis and Exchange Clubs 
Chambers of Commerce 
Taxpayers Associations 
Real Estate Boards 
State Legislatures 
Veterans Posts, and 
Most State Governors, the great majority of 
newspaper editors and thousands of individual 
Americans, who already have expressed their 
opposition to political medicine by writing 
letters of protest, from the four corners of the 
land, to the White House and to their U. S. 
Senators and Representatives. 
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5. Q. Why is it proposed at this time? 
A. The advocates of Compulsory Health Insur-
ance-using distorted evidence, juggled sta-
tistics and false tlogic-hase their case on 
_these unsupported claims: 
~·' 1.-- Th~re is a 4 vast amount of preventable 
disease and death in the United States. 
2. Most Americans cannot afford adequate 
medical care. 
3. There is a grave National shortage of 
doctors, hospitals and other medical 
facilities. 
6. Q. Are these charges true? 
A. No. The first two are completely false. The 
third one concerns a problem which exists 
·in some sparsely populated areas, hut not 
in the Nation as a whole. This problem-
involving better distribution of doctors and 
hospitals- already is being solved by 
sound, sensible, American methods. 
7 Q. What is the true picture of the Nation's 
health? 
A. America's standards of health and medical 
care are higher than those of any other 
major Nation. They are equalled by only 
two or three very small, agricultural coun-
tries. Some of our individual States, however, 
have better health records than any Nation, 
large or small. 
The Brookings Institution-an impartial, Na· 
tionl:'lly-known, independent research organi-
zation-reported in 1948: 
"It is apparent that the United States under 
its voluntary system of medical care has 
made greater progress in the application 
of medical and sanitary science than any 
other country. This progress is now re-
flected in ,low mortality and morbidity rates 
of infectious diseases, and in increased life 
expectancy. There is every reason to be-
lieve that these trends will continue un-
abated under our present system of med-
ical care." 
8. Q. Can the American people afford proper 
medical care? 
A. Yes. In direct, complete contradiction of 
those who advocate Compulsory Health In-
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surance, the Brookings Institution report 
shows that "the large majority of American 
families have the re~ources to pay for. ad*:-
quate medical care" 1f they choose to g1ve 1t 
the priority it deserves in the family 
budget. And official Government figures show 
thl\t while the American public annually 
sp.ends a,b111ut .4 per •cent oi it.s jnco~e formed-
ical care, it spen~s 6 per tent for alcohol, 
6 per cent for recreation and 3 per cent for 
tobacco. In other words, what is needed 
is not compulsion and Government con· 
trol, but wiser budgeting for health needs. 
:Jy,~al·inf/ of ,/(fon~y 
9. Cj). What is "compulsory" about Compulsory 
Health Insurance? 
A. The payroll tax is compulsory. But there is 
no compulsion on Government to maintain ' 
medical standards. Foremost health author· 
ities predict present high standards would 
drop like a plummet. 
10. Cj). Will people who don't wish to use the Gov· 
ernment service have to pay the tax? 
A. Yes. Everybody with a paycheck or a ~,usi­
ness income will pay the tax, whether he uses 
the service or not. The tax would apply to 
all wage earners and self-employed per-
sons. Also to all employers. 
11 Cj). Will veterans who already have paid for 
medical care by their war service, be 
taxed? 
A. Yes. Veterans will pay the ta?C, ey~. t~ough_ 
they don't p.eed the service and don't want it. ' 
12. Cj). Will members of faith healing religions be 
taxed? 
A. Yes. Millions of members of all faiths whose 
principles would prevent use of the service, 
nevertheless will be taxed for it. 
13. Cj). Will people who already are protected un· 
der satisfactory Voluntary Health Plans be 
taxed? 
A. Yes. Whether protected under medical care 
Plans, commercial, industrial, fraternal, or 
labor Plans, they will be compelled to pay the 
tax for the Government Plan. 
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14. Cj). How much will the tax be? 
A. Sponsors have used various figures. Estimates 
'• ntnge from a startjng 3'/o to an eventual 10'/o 
on every paycheck up to $4800, half paid by 
the .f:!mploye anl! half by the employer. The 
self-employed would pay the whole amount. 
15. Cj). What does that make the total bill? 
A. The medical bill of the average family would 
be doubled, if not trebled. The staggering 
cost to the Nation has been estimated at from 
6 to 18 billion dollars. Senator Byrd of Vir-
ginia predicts that in ten years the annual 
cost would be 23 billion dollars. 
16. Cj). Why don't the sponsors advise the people 
honestly and clearly on this all-important 
matter of cost? 
A. They know they are apt to be wrong however 
well they figure. No Nation which has tried 
Government-controlled medicine ever has 
been able to anticipate the cost correctly. 
In New Zealand, the cost multiplied 2lf2 times 
in five years. In England, the very first year 
of the National Health Service cost double 
the Government's original estimate. The "esti-
mate" for the second year was 2lf2 times high-
er than the "estimate" for the first year. 
And Americans tvould not tolerate the type 
of assembly-line service being given there! 
17. Cj). Why should the cost, even for second-rate 
service, run so high? 
A. Because Government-controlled medicine is 
political medicine! 
In prewar Germany, it took one Government 
employe for every 100 persons included in the 
over-all medical and social insurance program. 
At that rat/lo, America would require a mil-
lion and a half non-medical employes for a 
broadened Social Security system including 
Compulsory Health Insurance. 
In England today, by recent Government ad-
mission, the National Health Service has 
400,000 employes. The population there is 
only 48,000,000-less than one-third of that in 
the United States. At that ratio, America 
would require at least 1,200,000 Govern· 
ment employes just for Compulsory Health 
Insurance alone- clerks, administrators, 
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bookkeepers and tax-collectors, siphoning off 
medical funds before they ever bought the 
people any kind of medical care. 
§6§1/7~? 
18. Ci). Whv is Compulsory Health lnsilrance called 
"sociali~d -medicine"? ~ .. 
I 
A. Because the Government proposes to: 
Collect the tax 
Control the money 
Determine the services 
Set the rates 
Maintain the records 
Control not only the medical profession, 
hut hospitals-both public and private-
dentistry, nursing and allied professions. 
Direct both the citizen's and the doctor's 
participation in the program-through ad-
ministrative lines from the Government in 
Washington-down through State agencies I 
and Local committees. 
Wou .A~ ale uVea:/! 
19. Ci). Would socialized medicine lead to sociali· 
zation of other phases of American life? 
A. Lenin thought so. According to Lawr~iice 
Sullivan in his book "The Case Against Social-
ized Medicine", published by The Statesman 
Press, Washington, D. C., the founder of inter-
national revolutionary Communism once pro-
claimed socialized medicine "the keystone of ) 
the arch of the Socialist State" 
Today, much of the world has launched qut ~ 
on that road. If the medical professt9.n should l 
be socialized because people need•' .docton;·, , 
why not the milk industry? Certainly, more 
people need milk every day than need doctors. 
On the same erroneous premise, why not the 
corner grocery? Adequate diet is the very 
basis of good health! 
Why not nationalize lawyers, miners, busi-
nessmen, farmers? Germany did, Russia 
did. England is in the process. 
20. Ci). What can Americans learn from this? 
A. That the greatest error in all history would 
be for America to start borrowing the un-
successful systems of foreign countries 
which today are still functioning largely be-
cause the American system is s.:rong enough 
to support them! 
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21. Ci). Where did Compulsory Health Insurance 
start? 
.. A. In . Germany in 1883 under the "Iron Chan-
cellor", Bismarck, twhose main idea was to 
gain political control of the workers. That 
NatiO'n's philosop'by of Government control 
led ultimately to the complete degeneration of 
German medicine, and finally to the rubble 
heaps of a bombed-out totalitarianism. 
England started out in 1911 with a limited 
system of Compulsory Health Insurance. Eng-
land today has fully socialized medicine un-
der a Socialist Government which gradually 
is whittling away the traditional rights and 
freedoms of Englishmen. 
Government-controlled medicine is a com-
mon characteristic of Nations which sacri-
fice freedom to authority-whether Fascist, 
Nazi, Communist or Socialist. By any name 
-it is a danger signal for all Americans! 
22. Ci). What does the record prove? 
A. That in e-very great country to try politically-
controlled medicine, compulsory regimenta-
tion of patients and doctors has led to: 
Deterioration of medical education, training 
and research. 
Degeneration of medical standards, and of 
medical care. 
Steady decline of the people's health. 
23. Ci). What happens to medical care under polit-
ical direction? 
A. The mass-production methods of factory 
assembly lines are applied to sick human 
beings. As the experience of Germany, Aus-
tria and England shows, speed, uniformity 
and medic;crity become the order of the 
day. There is no time for careful diagnosis 
and treatment, individual attention and med-
ical excellence. 
Doctors are responsible to politicians first 
-and their patients second. 
They are forced to waste valuable hours on 
the paperwork and red tape which are part 
and parcel of such a Government system. 
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The honestly ill, in need of careful atten· 
tion, have to take their chances along with 
throngs of people with minor c?mplaints, 
imaginary ailments-or a desiJ.:e· for a "free" 
check-up and a day off. ~ 
Al1 patienltlos~ f;eedom of action in, man-
aging their medieal affairs. They have no 
guarantee of being free to choose the doctors, 
hospitals or services they want-when they 
want them. Things are done in the manner 
prescribed by Government regulations. 
Pf~t.ifuwy 
Medical privacy gets trampled in the rush. 
Personal health problems become a matter 
of Government record-and frequently a mat-
ter of public gossip, spread by local employes. 
Medical care under political direction be-
comes a "soup line" operation. It is a. 
slowed-down version of Army "sick call" 
with a huge civilian cast and setting. 
24. 9. What is happening in England today? 
A. Responsible sources report that British doc-
tors, true to their professional code, are mak-
ing a valiant effort to give their patients 
proper medical care, but find it virtually im-
possible. Some doctors have as many as 4,000 
patients on their lists. Many see an average 
of 20 patients per hour-three minutes of 
"quickie" medical attention for each per-
son. Patients have to wait weeks awl months 
for dental appointments, hospital·~ beds·· . an1f·,. 
needed surgery. The British Housewives 
League has been up in arms over the public 
gossip resulting from "local control" by com-
mittees of laymen. 
As Harold E. Stassen, President of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, wrote in the January, 
1950, Reader's Digest, after an intensive, on-
the-spot study of the system: 
" the British program has resulted in 
more medical care of a lower quality for 
more people at higher cost" 
25. 9. What do British doctors say about this 
situation? 
A. Many are deeply disturbed, mainly over the 
ultimate effect on the people's health. One 
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harassed doctor said to Morley Cassidy of the 
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, after attend-
ing to 53 patients in two hours: 
"I lie awake nights sometimes, wondering 
what I may have missed in the rush." 
The same physiciart described the program as 
~··'· ~·a shari"g of medical poverty." 
Dr. Ralph J. Gampell, who came to the United 
States "to find freedom in medicine as well 
as freeaom as an individual," says the British 
system has become "a race to empty over-
flowing waiting rooms by prescribing bot-
tles of medicine and making top shirt but-
ton examinations." 
A United Press dispatch from London re-
ported that Dr. Goeffrey Blake, London den-
tist, considers the plan a "mechanical service 
like serving out a pound of tea." He said 
there is no longer the incentive for a dentist 
to do better work. "I do a filling, fill in a 
form and eventually get my fee," he said. 
"It's like putting a penny in a slot." 
26. 9. What do the British people think? 
A. Many are seeing doctors now, who have had 
little medical care under the British system 
in the past and-many are expressing bitter 
disillusionment. They are finding that so-
called "free" medical service, which looked 
goo~ on paper, really means tragically in-
ferior service in return for higher and higher 
taxes. 
A Worker's Opinion 
Mr. Harold Stassen reports a workingman's 
viewpoint: 
"I wa~ for the National Health Program. Now 
from experience I am very much against it. 
It sounded good and seemed right that there 
should be no money barrier between a person 
who is ill and the medical care he needed. 
But when the money barrier was taken away, 
we found !'n its place a human barrier-a 
road-block, of people jamming the doctors' 
offices and hospitals. Part of them are abus-
ing the system. Unless you wait until you are 
desperately ill and an emergency exists, the 
barrier cannot be pushed aside. And when 
you finally do get through you find something 
that isn't as good as it used to be! Further-
more, there is the very heavy tax to pay the 
bills. I don't pay the doctor, hut I pay!" 
And, according to Mr. Stassen, many others 
in England have the same story to tell. 
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27. Q. Is Government medicine benefitinCJ the 
health of the British people? 
A. According to authoritative reports direct from 
England, it is not. The mass-production sys· 
tern necessary under Governmeg.t control can· 
not provide high quali.t}; medical service. 
~ ' .. ( .:~ t f 
Those who seriously requ_i"te care suffer he· 
cause those who· · don't need it make such 
heavy demands on the medical funds, facili-
ties and personnel. 
The Practitioner, eminent British medical 
journal, in the latter part of 1949 published a 
review of the first year of the National Health 
Service. The contributors were outstanding 
medical men with an intimate knowledge of 
the new system. Here are some significant 
quotations from that report: 
Mothers and Babies \ 
"Until some of the major defects in the · 
Act are remedied, grave and unnecessary 
dangers will exist for both the mother 
and infant certain very definite risks 
to childbirth have been added by the 
present medical service." (p. 24) ·•· 
"The young doctor cannot help hut look 
ahead and view the future with some con· 
cern. The ideal of general practice is now 
under a cloud; he cannot he physician, ad-
viser and a friend to his patients." (p. 
44-45 ) 
Sc:hool Children 
" (the) Service has indirectly caused 
irreparable damage to the teeth of hun· 
dreds of thousands of school children." 
(p. 60) 
Mr. Harold Stassen, in the January and Feh-
ruary, 1950, issues of Reader's Digest, re-
ported these findings: 
HiC)her Death Rate 
"It is a further fact that during the first 
year of the operation of the British National 
Health Service, from July, 1948, to July, 
1949, the death rate in Britain w~nt up 
rather sharply!" 
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"Industrial absenteeism because of illness 
was higher in the first year of the health pro· 
gram than it was in the preceding years." 
"The abrupt deterioration in the treat-
• r;nent of the sick is serious enough, but 
the effect of tlte nat.ional Health Pro· 
gram Qn preventive medicine is tragic. 
Public· health~ work, measures for the 
prevention of disease, either in existence 
or planned, have been retarded and even 
abandoned." 
Elderly People 
"In the first year of the program, in the 
London area alone, more than 5,000 emer· 
gency patients, most of whom were elderly 
folk could not find beds." 
"This breakdown of the hospital and med-
ical care for the aged is probably the prin· 
cipal cause for the startling jump in Brit-
ain's death rate in the first quarter of 
1949 " 
/Ww ~tican J)la!l 
28. Q. Should the United States risk suc:h an ex-
periment in heal+~? 
A. Responsible public health authorities warn 
it would he foolhardy and dangerous as 
we~l as completely unnecessary in this coun· 
try. 
We already have the highest standards of 
medical care in the world, and we are moving 
constantly ahead in the solution of existing 
health problems. The 1948 death rate, for 
example, was the lowest in our history. 
The "Doc:tor ShortaC)e" 
We have more doctors in proportion .to 
population than any other Nation except 
Israel-far more than any of the countries 
with Government-controlled medical sys-
tems. i 
We are i~proving the distribution of doctors 
in rural areas through voluntary programs, 
mobilizing the cooperative efforts of medical 
societies, medical schools, public health offi· 
cials and local citizens. 
We already have health insurance-the 
American, voluntary kind! Existing Volun· 
tary Health Insurance Plans already protect 
millions of Americans against the financial 
shock of illness. and accident. 
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29. Q. How many people now have Voluntary 
Health Insurance? 
A. The most recent comprehensive figures, issued 
by the Health Insurance Council; composed 
of the leading insurance associations in the 
U~it~d St;tl~~' show that Voluntary Plans pro-
tect more than 61 million people for hqspital-
ization, 34 million for surgical bills· and 13 
million for medical costs. Thousands of new 
members are joining the Voluntary Plans 
every day-not by force but by choice-
because the product is the best medical care 
in the world, and the price is moderate. 
30. Q. Are there many Voluntary Plans to choose 
from? 
A. Yes. There are hundreds, competing with 
one another in true American style to offer 
the public the best product at the lowest 
price. They are sponsored by physicians, 
hospitals, insurance companies, labor union~, 
industrial concerns, fraternal organizations 
and private group clinics. Operating on sound . 
insurance principles, based on sound actuarial 
figures, they offer many different kinds of 
coverage. 
31. Q. Can the average person afford it? 
A. Yes, and far more easily than he could ~ltord 
a zooming, unpredictable tax for Government 
medicine. 
<iB'an Wou .<JJjuvte a r!/)inw? \ 
32. Q. What is the cost of Voluntary Health In· 
surance? 
A. Rates vary slightly according to the type of 
coverage selected. But generally sfea~ing, if 
you can spare a di"me a day .fof.. ,~pyt; ow~ ... 
health, or two dimes for your family's health, 
you can get sound, reliable protection against 
the major costs of sickness in any State in the 
Union. 
One popular type of Plan-providing hos-
pital, surgical and medical coverage~o~ts .a 
National average of $2.50 a month for an rndl-
vidual and $5.50 a month for a family. 
33. Q. Is there freedom of action with Voluntary 
Health Insurance? 
A. There is double freedom. First, you can "shop 
around" for whatever Plan fits your health 
needs and your pocketbook. Second, you can 
choose the doctor or hospital you want-just 
as you do now. And your insurance Plan 
takt:s care of the bills. 
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34. Q. Can a person change his Plan? 
A. Yes. Unlike the Compulsory Government 
System, you can drop your Voluntary Plan 
entirely, or you can switch to a different kind. 
It'& all up to you.t 
35. ~Q~ ·What is guaranteed under Vo·luntary 
Hea1th lnsuranc~? 
A. Exactly what you choose to pay for. You 
have a policy which specifies, in black and 
white, that you will receive definite benefits at 
a stated cost. 
36. Q. How about medical privacy? 
A. With Voluntary Health Insurance, the per-
sonal, confidential relationship between you 
and your doctor remains the same as now-
undamaged by outside, political interference. 
· 37 Q. ·what is. the future of Voluntary Health In-
surance? 
A. All sound agencies in the field are working 
constantly to extend benefits, to offer individ· 
ual coverage more broadly and to provide 
protection against catastrophic illness on a 
sound insurance basis. This means maximum 
protection for the American people at mini-
mum cost. Experienced health insurance ad-
ministrators predict that the Voluntary Plans 
soon will protect 75 per cent of our National 
population. 
/!1/,e fl'ociMJ ~ "'!Roll!/ n 
38. Q. Why do sponsors of Socialized Medicine ln-
suran_ce accuse doctors of "lobbying" 
against it? 
A. Because the Nation's doctors, exercising their 
inalienable rights as free Americans, are tak-
ing their case directly to the people. They 
are telling Americans the fact and exposing 
the fiction in the issue of Voluntary versus 
Compulsorj Health Insurance. In so doing, 
they have ' won the active support of thou-
sands of organizations and millions of indi-
viduals who resent the prospect of further 
regimentation in this country-and are telling 
their congressmen so! If this is "lobbying" 
it is lobbying in the fine&t American tra-
dition! 
This "grass roots crusade" is gaining strength 
and momentum every day, as unbiased organ-
izations publicly record their opposition to 
Compulsory Health Insurance. 
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39. Q. What about the Federal "Antitrust" inves-
tigations of Medical Societies? 
A. A carefully planned program to discredit the 
_, ;,, , American medical profession has been in 
progress ever sinte the Federal Security Ad-
~··'· ministrator's plan for Government. Medicine 
was launched .• This unprincipled program 
reacqed an un-American depth in the latter 
part of 1949, when the Antitrust Division of 
the Department of Justice launched a Nation-
wide series of "investigations" aimed at the 
American Medical Association and more than 
20 other medical societies and groups. 
T.he Real Reason 
The nature and timing of these attacks, which 
were publicly disclosed by the American 
Medical Association, indicated to observers 
throug}10ut the Nation a politicaliy-motivated 
misuse of Federal police power-an attempt 
to discredit and intimidate American doctors 
and stifle their opposition to Government 
medicine. 
Americans everywhere have joined the N a-
tion's doctors in condemning these Police 
State methods-methods which could be used 
against any profession or group which might 
oppose legislation for Government control or 
monopoly. 
UJf/ud Wou ~an f!i)o 
40. Q. What can the average citizen do in the 
crusade for freedom? 
A. Here is a simple two-point program: 
1 lnyestigate the wisdom, benefits and 
economy of Voluntary Health Insurance. 
Ask your doctor or your insurance man 
about available Plans in your community. 
2. Write to your U. S. Senators and your 
Congressman now. Let them know that 
you are opposed to compulsion and regi· 
menta~ion in your medical affairs. 
This issue of Voluntary versus Compulsory Health 
Insurance involves more than doctors, patients and 
medicine. It represents the basic struggle-between 
those who would preserve fundamental American 
freedoms and those who would take them away 
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A do.ctor' s respo~~ibility do;; not en~ with heJling 
the, sick, but you musrli'e{p him if you wanL.-
Your Doctc/r /or a Friend 
By 
Paul de Kruif 
l\IHEN we' are really sick, we are scared and ' lonely. Tl;len we. need more than 
the professional: services of our doc-
tor. We need him for a friend. We 
feel that we have the right to all he 
can do, no matter how much trouble 
it may cause him. Our doctors agree 
with us, individually and officially 
The first sentence of the Principles of 
Ethics of the American Medical Asso-
ciatio~··says it all: . 
"The prime object of the medical 
profession is to render service to 
humanity; reward or financial gain 
is a subordinate consideration." 
Doctors who' stick to that are . 
bound to be our friends. 
Ltst. year in Houston, Texas, a 
, ,woman with a back injury was on 
-~ 'the~ ~itne'Ss'stand. "Why didn't you 
go to a doctor for treatment?" asked 
the cross-examining attorney 
"Doctors cost money, and I didn't 
have any," she answered. 
"Didn't you know," asked the 
lawyer, "that any doctor in Houston 
would have been glad to give you 
medical aid if you'd ·called him 
whether you had money or not?" 
"Mister, are you kidding?" asked 
the woman. 
The Lury burst into laughter. It 
was not enough that the great ma-
jority of physicians would have 
helped the woman, money or no. 
It was not .enough that doctors take 
out of their pockets to buy medicine 
for needy patients. The woman's 
bitter wit and the jury's merriment 
meant they were not sure that doc-
tors wertl their friends. It showed. 
fear (not confined to Houston) of 
failure to get medical attention when 
,it is needed. 
The responsible medical leaders of 
America have long realized our fear 
and are honestly begir.ning to blame 
themselves for our deep worry and 
our lack of faith in them. Three 
years ltgo Dr. Augustus P Hauss 
gave an example of the new medical 
self-criticism in his president-elect's 
<iddress to. the house of delegates of 
the Indiana Medical Association. 
"Federalized medicine would not 
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be an issue if folks were satisfied 
with the kind of medical service 
we are providing," said Dr. Hauss. 
The remedy, he believed, w'!.s not in 
Washington but with the doctors, 
himself included. "The answer is 
back home. We doctors must pro-
vide adequate medical care for all 
the sick." 
Many Indiana doctors, it seemed1 
didn't like to answer calls at night; 
many took Wednesday afternoons 
and S11ndays off, making no pro-
vision for substitutes. 
"People must not suffer through 
the night, or on Wednesday after-
noon, or all day Sunday," said Dr. 
Hauss. "Imagine what would happen 
if firemen took off Wednesday after-
noon and you were told to let your 
house burn until Thursday " 
Some doctors were sore at Hauss. 
But his candor made front-page 
h_eadlines throughout the nation. 
Result? Within two years medical 
emergency-call systems were estab-
lished by every county medical so-
ciety in Indiana. Around the clock, 
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AT THE Pan-American Conference on Corti-
sone and ACTH held in Havana last January, 
the Cuban Govern!Jlent awardtd the distin-
guished Carlos Finlay National Order of Merit 
to five leading American scientists for " 
outstanding achievements in the field of science 
or for their services to humanity." The recipi-
ents were: Elmer Henderson, M.D., president 
of the American Medical Association; George 
Lull, M.D., general manager of the AMA; 
Tom Spies, M.D., chief of the Department of 
Nutrition, Northwestern University Medical 
School; C. P. Loranz, secretary of the Southern 
Medical Association; and Paul de Kruif, Ph.D., 
Reader's Digest roving editor. 
substitute doctors are ready to go to 
any sick person in place of physicians 
absent from dutv Dr. Hauss himself 
had quit mal.in'g house calls. Now 
he is taking turns with his colleagues 
on emergency calls, Sundays and 
holidays as well. 
Five years ago Colorado doctors 
faced up to the fact that they were 
slipping badly in public esteem. The 
state medical society engaged a pub-
lic-relations firm to take the gloves 
off and tell the society what was 
wrong. 
It was reported that people in gen-
eral loved their own doctors. But 
some had had unhappy experiences 
with a few doctors, and this had 
given the entire profession a black 
eye. Here are some opinions that 
were widely expressed: there was 
plenty wrong with medical care, and 
most of the fault lay with the doc-
tors; there was widespread fear of 
economic disaster from prolonged 
sickness; doctors were clanni!:h and 
would go to any length to protect 
colleagues wbo overcharged, over-
diagnosed, overoperated, or who 
w¢re just plain incompetent. 
Faced with this report, the Colo-
rado doctors showed historic humil-
ity. They asked the public-relations 
firm what to do. Of course, medical 
societies already had censor boards. 
But they meant little to the citizens. 
Only doctors could complain against 
offending doctors. The Colorado 
doctors were advised to organize a 
board to which people could bring 
their complaints directly. 
The Colorado state medical so-
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ciety took this advice, formed a 
medical board of supervisors in I 917. 
The new medieal board was widely 
publicized.* That _anybody could 
bring a gripe against a given doctor 
to a responsible, impartial board of 
physicians was news indeed. 
Soon it became clear that this 
grievance board had real teeth. Here 
is one extreme case: A patient filed a 
complaint; the board investigated 
and invited the physician to present 
his side. Though asked repeatedly, 
the doctor didn't appear, and as a 
result he was expelled from the state 
medical society 
At first there was some medical 
grumbling, but soon doctors were 
thanking the board for getting them 
out of predicaments. A gossipy 
woman was giving a good gynecolo-
gist a bad name, complaining that, 
at examination, he'd covered her 
with a dirty, bloodstained sheet. The 
boa.rd's investigatiOn showed t:h1s 
lady nearsighted had mistaken 
a red laundry mark for blood. 
The board is really a medical 
grand jury. It hears all complaints in 
secrecy Its I2 members are elected 
from all over the state, and no mem-
ber can sit in judgment on a doctor 
of his own local medical society. 
This clinches impartiality. The board 
must investigate all sincere com-
plaints. Offending doctors are tried 
before medical-society councils, the 
state board of medical examiners or 
even in criminal courts. 
Most complaints, however, have 
*See "Doctors' Bills Made Reasonable," The 
Reader's Digest, November, '-t9· 
been due to misunderstandings be-
tween doctor and patient. Of 244 
complaints investigated during the 
past four years, repQrts Harvey T. 
Sethman, executive-'secretar~ 6f th'e 
state medical society, only I r stood .. 
up and resulted in disciplinary prose-
cution. All other cases were settled 
between patient and doctor. Fur-
thermore, the board discovered that 
75 percent of the complaints would 
never have arisen if the doctor had 
taken time to explain medical pro-
cedures and costs to the patient. 
As a result of the impartial action 
of the medical grievance board in 
Colorado, there is a tremendous in-
crease in confidence in the doctor. 
The new doctor-patient understand-
ing convinces people that doctors 
are truly trying to be their friends. 
The American Medical Associa-
tion's house of delegates in I9.f9 
passed a resolution urging that simi-
lar grievance boards be set up in 
every state. They are already in 
operation in 36 state medical so-
cieties, with seven others develop-
ing. Yet our doctors' old aloofness 
from public scrutiny dies hard. Some 
medical-society leaders, while not 
opposing grievance boards, think 
that their existence should not be 
advertised to the public. They pro-
test that they would be overwhelmed 
by bellyachers and screwballs. 
This has not been the experience 
in any state where doctors have had 
the humanity to trust the fairness 
and good sense of human beings. 
And Dr. Percy Hopkins, president 
of the Illinois medical society, asks 
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bluntly: "What would we be but 
hypocrites if we organize grievance 
boards and don't' . let folks . know 
abou·t them?" 
For the sick who feel:-themselyes 
gypped, mistreated or neglected, 
Dr. John W Cline, president-elect 
of the American Medical Associa-
tion, has become a champion . This 
hard-bitten, kindly San Francisco 
surgeon proposes that a placard be 
posted in the office of every doctor 
in the nation, wh.ich would state: 
"I shall esteem it a favor if you 
will discuss fra{lkly with me any 
source of dissatisfaction arising from 
my services. Free di.scussion between 
us will el\minate it. 
"In the remote event that agree-
ment cannot be reached between us, 
I shall appreciate it if you will sub-
mit the matter to the Professional 
Conduct Committee of my medical 
societv This committee was created 
for tlTe express purpose of adjusting 
such rna tters." 
It takes two. to make friends; how 
can we help our doctors? We should 
select a family doctor and get ac-
quainted with him before illness 
strikes; we shouldn't bother him 
with unnecessary calls; we should 
follow · his directions exactly We 
-'~ 1'ishould tell )lim our financial condi-
tion as well as our symptoms. To 
help our doctors with their new 
gnevance boards, we can remember 
these simple tests of any doctor's 
friendship: 
If your doctor demands to see the 
color. of your money before he treats 
you, he is not your friend. 
A doctor on the Oneida County, 
New York, emergency panel refused 
to treat a scalded child before receiv-
ing paymtent. The medical society 
•kicked l1im off the panel and repri-
manded him. 
If you are really sick, and your doc-
tor won't come, he is not your friend. 
Individually or through the new 
emergency-call systems, almost every 
doctor can find another i.o care for 
you if he himself can 't come. 
If your doctor charges you more 
than you can pay, or doe.s not frankjy 
discuss his fee with you and then 
charge you according to your means, 
he is not your friend. 
It is the rule of the Alameda 
County California, medical asso-
ciation that if your doctor's fee 
would work a hardship on you he 
will gladly set it within your ability 
to pay The Lehigh County Penn-
sylvania, medical society pledges 
that nobodv need be without a doc-
tor because' he can't _afford the fee. 
If your doctor does not show you 
how you can insure yourself against 
the shock cost of illness, through volun-
tary prepayment plans, he is not your 
friend. 
E. A. Van Steenwyck of the Asso-
ciated Hospital Service of Phila-
delphia has sound evidence that 
within ten years the entire nation 
can be covered by voluntary insur-
ance, with no limit to length of hos-
pital stay and providing for all ex-
ijensive diagnostic aids for nonhospi-
ialized cases. Dr. Cline savs this is 
the AMA's great goal. H~ is con-
vinced that the vast majority of 
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self-supporting Americans will be 
covered by adequate voluntary 
health insurance within a few 'years. 
If your doCtor operate} .unneces· 
sari_ly, he is not your jrieiza. .. 
It isn't generally known, but 
every hospital approved by the 
American College of Surgeons ha·s 
all tissues lab-examined right after 
their surgical removal, to see if that 
operation was necessary and ex· 
amina tion results are reported to all 
other doctors on that hospital staff. 
We .can see to it that .our doctors 
take us to ACS-approved hospitals. 
If your dpctor attempts operations 
and treatments: beyond his technical 
knowledge without calling in a con· 
sultant, and if he does not keep abreast 
of medical advance, he is not your 
friend. 
The AMA's Principles of Ethics de-
mands that "a physician should ex· 
pose, without fear or favor, incom· 
peteiit ·or dishonest 
conduct on the part o£ members of 
the profession." 
Such are the tests by which we 
can strengthen the hands of die doc-
tors who are working mightily to 
bring abqut a new day in medicine. 
In this we have the backing of the 
' AMA . .Dr. George F Lull, its gen· 
eral manager, gives us all this earnest 
of its new spirit: 
"We are determined to see that 
any practices unworthy of the medi-
cal profession are discontinued; it is 
further our purpose to provide the 
people of the nation with the best 
possihle care." 
How can we help our doctors keep 
this pledge? 
By seeing to it that they are re· 
spected as individuals. If our doctors 
were to be turned into bureaucrats 
and hamstrung with government red 
tape, they couldn't hold our con· 
fidences inviolate, they couldn't 
fight as they're now doing to raise 
their technical skill, they couldn't 
treat us as human personalities, as 
friends but only as numbers in 
their files. 
If your doctor is not his own man, 
he cannot be your friend. 
j 
Copyrit,ht 1951 The Reatltr'; Dit,tsl Amtiatim, Int., Pkasant~i/J,., N. ¥_. Printt~ l1o U. S. A. 
If medicine is to be socialized, asks a well-known radio 
commentator, wby not any other profession or business? 
Shouldn't Doctors Have Rights Too? 
Condensed from a Broadcast 
Henry]. Taylor 
AS CHIEF of the Federal Security Ad-
.L'l.. ministration, Oscar M. Ewing is 
staging a campai~n to socialize medicine 
in the United States. • 
Most of our practicing physicians pro-
test that socialized medicine would cost 
them their independence and make them 
puppets of·Washington. 
But, says Mr. Ewing, there are so few 
doctors, only 180,000,; compared to the 
total population· of the country, that the 
effect of socialization on doctors individ-
ually is unimportant. Unimportant, he 
means, compared to i,.hat he thinks will 
be the effect on the health of the pop-
ulation. 
Now, a doctor is an American citizen. 
His . individual rights are no less im-
portant because he ls outnumbered. 
This Republic is obligated to protect 
the minority. It is fully as obligated to 
protect the minority as. it is to respect 
the majority. 
It is neither Q10ral nor just to disregard 
the honest, individual "rights of one sin-
gle man or woniq.n- or enterprise in this 
nation on ariy claim tl!at to do so is for 
the good of a majority: That's totalitarian 
talk. ' 
The amazing th1ng is how far we've 
gone down the road of totalitarian ideas 
in our country without k'Jlowing it. 
Yet we fought a great war against this 
very kind oi thinking. This basic argu-
ment was Stalin's argtJment when he as-
sassinated the whea't farmers of the 
Ukraine. Stalin's motives and method 
were very differen · But his principle 
was the same. Wh:rt.did a few farmers 
amount to, compared. to the whole pop-
ulation? 
I myself heard Hitler argue that same 
principle in Germany. What did a mere 
handful of Jews- a mere 600,000 
amount to, compared to 80 million other 
Germans? 
Mr. Ewing and other socializers here 
have their countries mixed. This is 
America. 
It should not be confused with Russia 
or Germany or even Britain. I think the 
doctors of our country will make them-
selves heard. 
Let Mr. Ewing lay his hand on one 
single doctor, and he will do so to your 
peril- whoever you may be and what-
ever work . you may do- and to the 
peril of this country. 
For if doctors can be socialized, why 
cannot dairyn~en be socialized? More 
-people need milk every day than need 
doctors. • 
Why cannot in.surance salesmen or 
authors or coal miners be nationali:z;.ed? 
If socialization of doctors is good for 
society- no matter how bad it is for 
doctors themselves- why isn't socializa-
tion of anything equally good for society? 
The answer is that socialization isn't 
good for society -that it finally turns 
out simply to be a politician's paradise. 
I say the No. 1 challenge for states-
manship, in government, in business and 
in labor, is ' to safeguard from political 
control the independence of the profes-
sions, of business and of working people, 
farmers, artists, students .and doctors. 
The whole idea that political control 
of our lives and work is the trend of the 
future should be retired into the obscu-
rity from which it is a pity it ever 
emerged. 
· Here stands the last firm, untouched 
foothold of freedom in all the world . 
Guard it well. 
"Your Land and Mine," a General Motors program, broadcast ever 
ABC network, December 27, '48 
(Reprinted from READER'S DIGEST April 1949) 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION 
FOR VETERANS' ORGANIZATIONS 
(We suggest that you may desire to tailor 
thi$ form resolution to the particular 
policies and objectives -of your organization). 
No. 6 
WTmREAS, the American veteran in two World Wars has defended the 
American free enterprise system, which has made possible the development 
in this country of the highest standards of medical· care and the finest 
medical instit~tions attained by any major country in the world; and, 
WHEREAS, naving experienced ttw shortcomings of impersonal, 
a~sembly~line medical care inherent in the form of government-controlled 
medicine necessary in time of war, the veteran ~nderstands the dangers 
of imposing such a s.ystem permanently on the entire population; and, 
WHEREAS, compulsory health insurance would impo:ie an unjust tax 
on the veter~n's paycheck for medical care to which he is now entitled 
free of cparee as a reward:ror his service ~ his country; and, 
VIHEREAS, compulsory health insurance woul~ force a tax of 3% on 
the income of the employed veteran, rising to a tax of at least 6% 
within a few years, creating new financial burdens which would increase 
- tncp--r·-us-t,s of ne ce-s-s i t-±e--s o-f if-e an ower the sta.n~a-rd\J-f 1'1: v lng f ~---
veterans and other citizens, NOW, THEREFORE, 
BE IT -RESOLVED, That the 
Name of Organization 
does h,ere:by go on record against any form of compulso~y health insurance 
or any S7-Btem or political medicine de~tgn~d for national bureaucratic 
control; 
Thafr a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the President of 
the United States, to each Senator and Representative from the state of 
, and that said Senators and Representatives be and 
~a~r~e~h~e~r~e~b-y~r~e~s~p~e~c~t~fully requested to use every effort at their command 
to prevent the enactment of such legislation. 
President 
... 
Secretary 
Address 
Dated this ~y of 19 
